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A B S T R A C T

What difference do starting points make? The question is important for decision-making

in general and for law in particular, including the interpretation of statutes. Judges must

begin the interpretive process somewhere. Today, Supreme Court opinions sometimes

promote the idea of starting with the text of the statute at issue. But what does this mean,

in practice, and does it matter to decisions? “Start with the text” could be a signal of

allegiance to an interpretive school and an indication that some interpretive tools are

more important than or even lexically superior to others. At present, however, the state-

ment delivers neither of those messages well. Instead, we might think about the state-

ment as a rule for sequencing sources. Although the mere sequence in which

information is considered does not have any clear logical significance for case results,

the idea of starting with statutory text can become almost unnervingly significant—and

without adding lexical priority.

Decades of studies show that the order in which information is presented can influ-

ence decisions, apart from what formal logic dictates. But the direction of order effects

can be counterintuitive and sensitive to the decision environment, which suggests com-

plications for a “start with the text” sequencing rule. Depending on several factors, the

first item of information will matter most, the last item will matter most, or there will be

no order effect. Furthermore, even if order effects are predicted accurately, some psy-

chological mechanisms that produce order effects are normatively problematic for ju-

dicial use. Finally, an effective sequencing rule requires an implementation strategy with

a foundation far away from standard theorizing about interpretive method.

Foregrounding implementation issues and the real world of interpretive architecture

suggests that, if judges want to harness order effects, they probably should turn to the

most important sources last, not first.
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As always, we begin with the text of the statute (Limtiaco v. Camacho, 549 U.S. 483, 488 (2007)).

Offered as a description of what judges do, the proposition is false (Posner 1983, p. 807).

And the first one now will later be last (Dylan 1964).

1 . I N T R O D U C T I O N

Suppose that you have just become a judge and that a case involving statutory

interpretation lands on your docket. You are bound to know something about

the case other than the details of the statutory provisions that the parties are

arguing about. But, at some point, you will need to develop an understanding of

the relevant statutory provisions even if you think that the statute is, let us say,

uninspiring. To do this work, you will have to start somewhere. Where? And

will your chosen starting point make any difference to the result? You might

think that any starting point will be irrelevant to your decision if you are

committed to considering carefully every relevant bit of information. On the

other hand, you recall conventional wisdom about first impressions mattering

most. Then you suddenly remember that you do not always remember every

relevant bit of information at the endpoint of a decision-making process. So,

where do you start?

The Supreme Court might have the answer. A few times per year in cases

involving statutory interpretation, Court majorities coalesce to announce that

they start with the text. The latest example arrived in King v. Burwell (135 S.Ct.

2480 (2015)), which held that billions of dollars in insurance subsidies could

flow through federal as well as state exchanges under the Patient Protection and

Affordable Care Act. “We begin with the text of Section 36B,” Chief Justice

Roberts wrote, nine pages into the majority opinion (id., p. 2489). More mus-

cular and broad versions of the statement appear in other Court opinions, in

which the authors assert that they always start with the text of the statute at issue

(Sebelius v. Cloer, 133 S.Ct. 1886, 1893 (2013)). Both broad and narrow versions

of the statement were more scattered in earlier eras, but now some such asser-

tions occur more frequently, almost rhythmically (sub-Section 2.2).

However frequently stated, the notion is not uncontroversial. Some judges

sound enthusiastic about the idea of starting with the text, while others never

say any such thing in their opinions. Judge Posner has no use for the idea, for

instance (Posner 1983, pp. 807–809), and Justice Breyer does not use broad

versions of the statement (sub-Section 2.2 note 14). Nor is it totally clear what

“start with the text” is supposed to mean or accomplish when it shows up in a

judicial opinion. What would it mean to start with the text, in real-world

practice, and would it matter if we did? Despite the emergence of a public
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commitment among some judges to start with the text, in some sense, these

questions have not received sustained attention. Possible answers are audi-

tioned in the pages that follow, without presuming that the statement is non-

sense or trivial. It need not be either.

The idea of starting with the text does become a bit mysterious when probed.

Written judicial opinions plainly do not follow that sequence (sub-Section 2.1).

Perhaps the statement should be taken as a signal of affiliation with an inter-

pretive school, or as a commitment to the importance or even lexical priority of

statutory text interpreted with a limited set of tools (sub-Section 2.2).1 “Start

with the text” declarations certainly are compatible with a message of import-

ance, but there are much clearer ways in which judges can deliver that message.

Moreover, understood merely as a rule for sequencing information within a

decision process, the rule is difficult to operationalize (sub-Section 2.3) and

lacks clean logical significance for case results (sub-Section 3.1).

Yet even as a mere sequencing rule, it turns out that the idea of starting with

the text can be unnervingly meaningful. Whatever judges mean by the state-

ment in written opinions, judges must begin the interpretive process some-

where. And, as it happens, so-called order effects are now well-known in

behavioral research, some of which examines law-related settings. The heart

of this Article identifies lessons from this body of research (sub-Section 3.2).

Importantly, the direction of order effects can be counterintuitive and highly

sensitive to the decision environment. Sometimes the first item presented is

most influential, sometimes there is no order effect, and sometimes the last item

is most influential (sub-Sections 3.2.1–3.2.3). In addition, some of the psycho-

logical mechanisms likely to trigger order effects should be normatively con-

troversial for judges. Some of these mechanisms play with our perceptions of

informational meaning, beyond the weight or importance that we assign to this

information (Section 4).

Making the matter more intriguing is the partial opacity of decision proced-

ures in court systems, along with the complexity of forces at work in structuring

judicial information flows (sub-Section 5.1). “What goes on in chambers stays

in chambers,” the saying goes (Gulati & Posner 2015, p. 6), while control over

judicial decision processes is quite dispersed. Any sequencing rule is unlikely to

be implemented effectively from the top of the judicial hierarchy on down. For

1 By “lexical priority” I mean that some source of information cannot be considered unless a more

important source is deemed sufficiently unclear (Samaha 2010, pp. 1669–1670, 1708–1717). Lexical

ordering (or hierarchical tiering) is one—but only one—way to fashion a “text-centric approach to

interpretation” (Gluck 2010, p. 1759). This point is easy to miss. On repeatedly returning to a key

text, see sub-Sections 3.1 and 5.2. On the possible effects of sequencing sources without lexical

ordering, see sub-Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Compare Nelson (2005, pp. 350–351), which thoughtfully

suggests that much of our methodological debates over interpretation are about rules and standards.
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the foreseeable future, sequencing will continue to be a lightly constrained

chambers-by-chambers choice. In fact, harnessing or minimizing order effects

requires an implementation strategy with a foundation that is miles away from

ordinary theories of interpretation in law (sub-Section 5.2). The foundation

depends on pathways of thought and complementary architectures of interpret-

ation—logical prescriptions, cognitive patterns, institutional settings, political

forces, even physical design. These ideas about interpretive architecture will be

introduced in this space, enough to make the point for future work.

My focus is sequencing in statutory interpretation by judges, but many points

generalize to other decision-makers and other legal materials: legislators and

agency officials and practicing lawyers; constitutions and treaties and regula-

tions and contracts and patents and precedent.2 If you think that judges in

statutory cases should start with (the text of) judicial precedent, the same

puzzlements and implications apply, more or less. The analysis here cuts

across standing methodological debates over, for instance, whether to consult

legislative history in statutory cases (Easterbrook 1990, pp. 444–448; Katzmann

2014, pp. 35–49), or whether originalist tools should trump common-law de-

velopment in constitutional cases (Strauss 2010, pp. 12–36; Amar 2012, pp.

204–41). Sequencing issues should be recognized by all sides in these debates,

and by anyone interested in the long list of doctrines insisting that some bits of

information be considered before others.3 What we now understand about

order effects indicates that sequencing rules might be worth reassessing in

many of these settings, but that the peculiarities of a decision situation can

matter a lot. In this Article, I highlight one setting and one possible rule:

sequencing statutory text first within the judicial practice of statutory

interpretation.

Along the way, I will suggest several problems with a start-with-the-text rule

for decision processing in courts. Concentrating on this sequencing rule might

distract us from central normative questions such as precisely how important

2 Court majorities do not now make such statements in constitutional cases. But these statements

sometimes do appear in treaty cases (Abbott v. Abbott, 560 U.S. 1, 10 (2010); Medellı́n v. Texas, 552

U.S. 491, 506 (2008)). A different and equally interesting version of my discussion involves inter-

pretation within administrative agencies. Compare Morrison (2010, pp. 1458–1492), studying the

Office of Legal Counsel’s structure and commitment to its precedent. Many of this Article’s thoughts

on sequencing—both challenges and opportunities—apply to a large, semi-hierarchical, semi-col-

laborative administrative state.

3 The number of sequencing doctrines, laws, and practices is too large to list in one place. It includes

sequencing subject matter jurisdiction before other issues, nonconstitutional before constitutional

issues, prima facie showings of discrimination before legitimate alternative explanations, guilt

phases before penalty phases, trial errors before their harmlessness, and so on—not to mention

the sequence in which party arguments are taken up in each case, and the sequence in which cases are

taken up in each court.
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each source of interpretation should be; announcing the rule is not working as a

signaling device for judges; if deployed as a rule for the order of information

processing, the effect on case results easily can be the opposite of conventional

wisdom; the psychological mechanism of influence might involve troubling

recharacterization of interpretive sources; and, in any event, a start-with-the-

text rule might well lack a realistic implementation strategy. In fact, once im-

plementation issues are foregrounded, the better rule for judges who want to

harness order effects probably is ending with or circling back to their favorite

sources of interpretation. Decision-makers tend to have more control over

stopping points than starting points.

My core goal is not to knock out a particular sequencing option, however.

Indeed the influence of sequencing on actual judges has not been tested experi-

mentally, and the opacity of decision processing within court systems indicates

that experimental testing might be the best that outside observers can do to

predict effects. For now, we can identify plausible effects under particular con-

ditions. At any rate, my core goal is to begin building a set of broadly relevant

insights into the architecture of interpretation and of the legal system more

generally, including the significance of otherwise awfully mundane matters of

design. Information sequencing is one feature of this architecture, and it is

influenced by everything from the format of bench memoranda to self-imposed

deadlines for decision. Understanding the deceptively simple idea of “starting

with the text” is a path into these oddly foundational features of law’s design.

So let’s get started, so to speak.

2 . M E A N I N G S

The next step is to consider possible understandings and functions of the de-

scription or normative recommendation that judges start with the text. An

investigation easily could descend into a halting, joyless examination of defin-

itions, syntax, and the like, but I will avoid that. We are not trying to find orders

to follow, or to fully dissect a judicial turn of phrase. The goal is to consider

permissible understandings of the statement that are potentially interesting and

socially significant.

2.1 Opinion Exposition

Understood as a factual assertion about judicial opinions, “we start with the

text” is inaccurate, of course. Case reports in this country typically start with

captions identifying courts and adverse parties, and even judicial opinions in

the narrower sense pretty much never start with the text of a statute (Posner

1983, p. 807). An opinion’s introduction normally begins by telling the reader
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something else about the dispute, and only sometimes does an opening sen-

tence in a statutory case get around to quoting a statute.4 When a statute is

referenced in an opening sentence, the Court usually uses its own words to

characterize what the statute does—such as, “The Patient Protection and

Affordable Care Act adopts a series of interlocking reforms designed to

expand coverage in the individual health insurance market” (King v. Burwell,

135 S.Ct. 2480, 2485 (2015)). Sticklers who study judicial opinions might say

“they never start with the text” or “they often start by paraphrasing the text,” or

perhaps “they always start with the parties.”

These starting points illuminate the practice of judicial exposition, which is

interesting in its own right, but they are not necessarily the relevant beginnings.

When judges report that they “start with the text,” surely they refer to the

interpretive process in a limited sense—not necessarily opinion writing or adju-

dication writ large. One such limited conception of interpretation refers to the

ascertainment or assignment of meaning for a legal text based on a given set of

sources and analytic tools (Lawson 1997, p. 1834; Knapp & Benn Michaels 1992,

pp. 192–197); a more inclusive conception includes applying this meaning to a

particular fact-ridden controversy (Greenawalt 2002, pp. 268–270). Either way,

when judges announce that they start with the text, they mark a transition to

interpretation and away from some other facet of adjudication. Thus, in an

opinion by Justice Thomas declaring that he and his colleagues “always” begin

with statutory text, the immediately preceding sentence announced the reso-

lution of a jurisdictional issue and that the time had come to turn to the merits

(Limtiaco v. Camacho, 549 U.S. 483, 488 (2007)). While these announced tran-

sitions are hardly thunderclaps of social significance, they might suggest prio-

rities. To begin with one interpretive source is to presuppose the beginning of a

distinctive stage of judicial activity and the holding back of other sources—

possibly forever. Given contemporary methodological debates (Frickey 1992;

Manning 1997, 2011), announcing that the judge starts with the text could be a

commitment against starting the interpretive process with sources such as le-

gislative history or the general purpose of the relevant statute.

Understood as a factual assertion about the interpretive process, however, we

still have to wonder whether “start with the text” matches the actual

4 A database of introductory paragraphs in the lead opinions for more than 200 statutory cases

decided from 2005 through 2014 is on file with author. The list was drawn from federal statutory

cases collected in The Supreme Court Database (Spaeth et al. 2015), which is discussed below in note

10. In this database of opinions, a statute is referenced without quotation in about 40% of first

sentences. A statute is quoted, albeit not to begin the sentence, in about 22% of first sentences (e.g.,

Dart Cherokee Basin Operating Co., LLC v. Owens, 135 S.Ct. 547, 551 (2014))—which is slightly less

than the fraction for opening sentences with a statement of legal issues (26%) or case facts (24%),

but more than the fractions for judicial precedent (11%) and other statements of law (6%).
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organization of analysis. Judicial opinions, for what they are worth, suggest a

degree of analytic diversity rather than a uniform starting point. Plenty of

opinions begin their discussions of how to interpret a statute somewhere

other than the statute’s text, and those points of departure are numerous

whether we look to introductions (which are easily identified) or analytical

sections (which might not be, and which arguably include opinion introduc-

tions anyway). These beginnings include case facts, procedural history, judicial

precedent, interpretive canons, and social problems faced by government.5

Three years ago, Justice Alito began a majority opinion in a custody case

with the tribal heritage of the “little girl” over whom people were fighting

(Adoptive Couple v. Baby Girl, 133 S.Ct. 2552, 2556–2557 (2013)). Two years

ago, Chief Justice Roberts began a majority opinion involving a chemical weap-

ons statute with a description of a John Singer Sargent painting (Bond v. United

States, 134 S.Ct. 2077, 2083 (2014)).6

Fortunately for the statement under review, written judicial opinions do

not—indeed they really cannot—fully report the processes by which decisions

were reached. Opinions perform other functions (Rubin 1991, p. 801; Wald

1995, pp. 1372–1373; Wagner & Petherbridge 2004, pp. 1128–1129), beyond

post hoc rationalization in a perhaps distrustful Legal Realist sense (Schauer

2013, pp. 774–775; Llewellyn 1931, pp. 1238–1239). Opinions attempt to ex-

plain and guide (Schauer 1995, p. 1467), without necessarily reporting decision

procedures. Most opinions are drafted by law clerks, anyway (Gulati & Posner

2015, pp. 4, 6–9), at a time when their employers might be locked into con-

clusions. The more the drafting task is delegated to non-decision-makers, the

less the drafting process is part of the decision process. The foregoing reminders

5 The following examples are taken from the database described in note 4 above: Case facts—Yates v.

United States (135 S.Ct. 1074, 1078 (2015) (plurality opinion of Ginsburg, J.)), describing a com-

mercial fisherman catching undersized grouper, attempting to avoid detection, and later being

charged with a crime. Procedural history—Oneok, Inc. v. Learjet, Inc. (135 S.Ct. 1591, 1594

(2015) (Breyer, J.)), describing an antitrust suit, a preemption claim, and a precedent. Judicial

precedent—Kimble v. Marvel Entertainment, LLC (135 S.Ct. 2401, 2405, 2406–2408 (2015)

(Kagan, J.)), citing Brulotte v. Thys Co. (379 U.S. 29 (1964)), presenting the question whether the

case should be overruled, and later analyzing the issues from this starting point; Oxford Health Plans

v. Sutter (133 S.Ct. 2064, 2066 (2013) (Kagan, J.)), stating a rule for class arbitration and citing

Stolt-Nielsen S.A. v. AnimalFeeds Int’l Corp. (559 U.S. 662, 684 (2010)); and Kiobel v. Royal Dutch

Petroleum Co. (133 S.Ct. 1659, 1663–1664 (2013) (Roberts, C.J.)), starting an analytical section with

enactment, litigation frequency, precedent, and a presumption against extraterritoriality.

Canons—FAA v. Cooper (132 S.Ct. 1441, 1448 (2012) (Alito, J.)), starting an analytical section

with a clear statement rule for waiver of sovereign immunity. Social problem—EPA v. EME

Homer City Generation, L.P. (134 S.Ct. 1584, 1592 (2014) (Ginsburg, J.)), stating that “[t]hese

cases concern the efforts of Congress and the Environmental Protection Agency . . . to cope with

a complex problem: air pollution emitted in one State, but causing harm in other States.”

6 The painting is Gassed (1919). No picture in the opinion, unfortunately, only a description.
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might be unneeded, and they might look less charitable than insulting. But they

are charitable, for present purposes.

When an opinion or its relevant analytical section does not begin with statu-

tory text, but the author assures us that judges do begin there, the author could

be attesting that the judges began thinking through an issue of interpretation by

examining the statute’s text. On this understanding, “we start with the text”

retains empirical content but not about written opinions. Instead the statement

now refers to the cognitive process by which judges conducted interpretation or a

part thereof. Although we should conceptually separate the process by which

decisions are reached from the process by which they are justified (Wasserstrom

1961, pp. 25–27), sometimes these processes will overlap and sometimes the

latter (justification) will discipline the former (decision). In any event, the idea

of starting a decision process with statutory text should draw attention.

Regardless of where judicial exposition starts, indeed even if it never starts

with statutory text, we should want to know how judges actually process

issues of interpretation on their way to decisions—and the degree to which

judges can control the relevant starting points (Section 5).

2.2 Persuasion and Signals

Having recalled that opinions do not (only) report how judges think through

cases, readers might wonder whether “start with the text” serves other functions

entirely. For one thing, opinions show what judges believe are legitimate justi-

fications and how judges want their reasoning perceived. Justice Kennedy ex-

pressed a concern for appearances in Zuni Public School District v. Department of

Education (550 U.S. 81 (2007)), in which he concurred to criticize the majority’s

choice to write about agency reasonableness before statutory clarity. He worried

about “the impression that agency policy concerns, rather than the traditional

tools of statutory construction, are shaping the judicial interpretation of stat-

utes”—even though he conceded that “the point does not affect the outcome”

(id., p. 107). Section 3 below raises doubts that the order of actual decision

processing does not affect case outcomes, but here we can just flag Justice

Kennedy’s worry about public impressions left by opinions. Relatedly, opinions

usually are organized to persuade audiences (Rubin 1991, p. 801), including

lawyers, their clients, and sometimes the general public. Starting with, “No one

wants to live in a rat’s nest” (Texas Dep’t of Hous. & Cmty. Affairs v. Inclusive

Communities Project, 135 S.Ct. 2507, 2532 (2015) (Alito, J., dissenting)), or,

“Liberty finds no refuge in a jurisprudence of doubt” (Planned Parenthood of

Southeastern Pa. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 844 (1992)), can seize our attention

with consequences, whatever the starting point for the judge’s decision process.

Equally notable as techniques of persuasion, then, are coalitions of judges
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announcing that statutory text comes first alongside coalitions in which case

facts or precedent or something else comes first in the same sense. For this

function, relevant questions for us involve the persuasive effect on relevant

audiences, not necessarily effects on judicial cognition or case results.

Beyond justification and persuasion, judicial opinions can stake out positions

and signal methodology or perhaps ideology. Declaring that we start with the

text might set apart they who do not. The remark might be remarkable (Searle

1969, p. 144; Schauer 2105, p. 139) because the resulting divide is associated

with opposing methodological commitments regarding which interpretive

sources are most important or legitimate, or the proper role and goal for

judges. A judge’s public devotion to starting with statutory text could be a

high-profile way of stiff-arming into the background somewhat controversial

resources in statutory cases, such as general legislative purpose or legislative

history or judicial precedent. In addition, the declaration could be a sign of

opposition to some kind of Legal Realist take on adjudication, in which judges

combine case facts, situation sense, and a notion of justice to resolve disputes

without much influence from formal law (Leiter 1997, pp. 275–279; Schauer

2009, pp. 128, 138). The statement might then deny that results come before

rationalization via convenient legal categories (Hutcheson 1929, p. 285).

Debates about interpretive method and the proper judicial role have generated

friction along these lines over the years, and so announcing that you start with

the text might be like choosing gang colors. Might be. Is it?

“Start with the text” statements are hard to find before the middle of the

twentieth century and the later spread of commitments to textualism in statu-

tory cases. In 1943, Sutherland’s Statutes and Statutory Construction reported,

happily, that judicial opinions were starting with purpose and intent rather than

statutory text.7 Hart and Sacks included an apparently similar text-later sug-

gestion in their 1958 tentative edition of The Legal Process. After declaring that

“[t]he function of a court in interpreting a statute is to decide what meaning

ought to be given to the directions of the statute in the respects relevant to the

case before it,” they put forward the idea that courts “1. Decide what purpose

ought to be attributed to the statute and to any subordinate provision of it

which may be involved; and then 2. Interpret the words of the statute imme-

diately in question so as to carry out the purpose as best it can, making sure,

however, that it does not give the words either—(a) a meaning they will not

7 “The modern cases also indicate that courts today rather than beginning their inquiry with the

formal words of the act consider from the start the legislative purpose and intention. This tendency

is to be commended for it is more consonant with the proper judicial use of statutory materials.” (2

Sutherland & Horack 1943, § 4701, p. 334).
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bear, or (b) a meaning which would violate any established policy of clear

statement” (Hart & Sacks 1994, p. 1374) (emphasis added).

In some contrast, Justice Frankfurter was among the first exponents of statu-

tory text coming first in the 1940s, albeit not in strident form and alongside his

opposition to a search for subjective legislator intent.8 He ended up on the more

conservative wing of the New Deal Court (Tushnet & Katya Lezin 1991, p. 1929;

Lundry 2015). Text-first statements gained support during the Warren Court,

with moderate Justices Harlan and Stewart adopting the notion.9 In 1976,

Justice Powell’s concurrence in Blue Chip Stamps v. Manor Drug Stores broadly

asserted that “[t]he starting point in every case involving construction of a

statute is the language itself” (421 U.S. 723, 756 (1975) (joined by Stewart &

Marshall, JJ.)) (emphasis added), which was then quoted by the majority in

Ernst & Ernst v. Hochfelder (425 U.S. 185, 197 (1976)). By 1980, Justice

Rehnquist referred to starting with the text as a “familiar canon” (Consumer

Prod. Safety Comm’n v. GTE Sylvania, Inc., 447 U.S. 102, 109 (1980)).

Since then, there have been peaks and valleys in frequency of use. The

Supreme Court Database overseen by Harold Spaeth and colleagues tallies, on

average, over twenty cases per year involving federal statutes during the Roberts

Court.10 Majorities coalesced to deliver a broad version of the start-with-text

message in statutory cases about twice per year during this period, although the

broad version peaked at five in October Term 2010 and did not appear in

8 “While one may not end with the words of a disputed statute, one certainly begins there” (FTC v.

Bunte Bros., 312 U.S. 349, 350 (1941) (Frankfurter, J.)). “Spurious use of legislative history must not

swallow the legislation so as to give point to the quip that only when legislative history is doubtful do

you go to the statute. While courts are no longer confined to the language, they are still confined by

it.” (Frankfurter 1947, p. 543). Frankfurter was fine with judges searching for general legislative

purpose using some “external aids” (id., pp. 538–539, 544).

9 See Colony, Inc. v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue (357 U.S. 28, 32 (1958) (Harlan, J.)), stating that

“we start with the critical statutory language” in a tax case, though finding sufficient ambiguity to

turn to legislative history; SEC v. New England Elec. Sys. (384 U.S. 176, 186 (1966) (Harlan, J., joined

by Stewart, J., dissenting)), stating that “[i]nquiry naturally begins with the language of the Act”;

Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co. (392 U.S. 409, 420 (1968) (Stewart, J.)); and Chemehuevi Tribe v. Fed.

Power Comm’n (420 U.S. 395, 400 (1975) (Stewart, J.)). See also United States v. Giordano (416 U.S.

505, 512–513 (1974) (White, J.)), denying wiretap authority and stating, “we begin with the language

of § 2516(1).”

10 Spaeth et al. (2015) (last accessed January 29, 2016). This list of cases comes from a search for all

orally argued cases with opinions involving a federal statute during available years of the Roberts

Court (October Term 2005 through October Term 2014), which yielded 232 total cases over ten

Terms. This number must be taken as a very rough estimate. On the coding instruction for cases

involving a federal statute, which seems overinclusive for my purposes because it includes references

to statutes in otherwise constitutional cases and agency cases, see Spaeth et al. (2014, pp. 57–59). I

am also convinced that The Supreme Court Database is underinclusive here. My database of text-first

statements in statutory cases, which is discussed in text and notes below, includes many opinions not

listed in the Database search results.
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October Term 2015.11 Additionally, the message arrived in narrower form

about three times per year during this period, peaking at eight in the 2010

Term as well.12 There might be no clear trend line at this point, and it might

be worth considering how best to compare, say, the 1980 Term with its sixteen

combined broad and narrow statements in perhaps forty-plus total statutory

cases decided.13 But however recent trends should be characterized, some form

of the statement does appear in some fraction of contemporary majority opin-

ions to an extent not apparent before the late 1970s.

Furthermore, some judges do make the delivery much more frequently than

other judges. Justices Thomas and Alito are especially comfortable with the

phrase in both weak and strong forms, and they are associated with a textualist

camp in statutory interpretation (Nelson 2005, p. 347). Similar comments

apply to Chief Justice Roberts and Justice Kennedy, although Kennedy’s opin-

ions are not methodologically uniform (Manning 2011, p. 114 n.7). In contrast,

Justice Breyer is in a purposivist or pragmatic camp (Seidenfeld 2014, p. 470

n.2), and I know of no opinion in which he uses the broad version of the

statement.14 There seems to be no marquee fight among judges about using

11 A database of statements is on file with the author, drawn from Westlaw searches in its Supreme

Court database using date restrictors and the search string “((start! first begin) /s (statut! text

language words)).”

Recent examples of the broad version of the statement are: Lawson v. FMR LLC (134 S.Ct. 1158, 1165

(2014) (Ginsburg, J.)), stating that “[i]n determining the meaning of a statutory provision, ‘we look

first to its language, giving the words used their ordinary meaning’” (citation omitted); Sebelius v.

Cloer (133 S.Ct. 1886, 1893 (2013) (Sotomayor, J.)), stating that “[a]s in any statutory construction

case, ‘[w]e start, of course, with the statutory text’” (citation omitted); Levin v. United States (133

S.Ct. 1224, 1231 (2013) (Ginsburg, J.)); Caraco Pharmaceutical Laboratories v. Novo Nordisk A/S

(132 S.Ct. 1670, 1680 (2012) (Kagan, J.)); Roberts v. Sea-Land Services, 132 S.Ct. 1350, 1356 (2012)

(Sotomayor, J.)); and McNeill v. United States (131 S.Ct. 2218, 2221 (2011) (Thomas, J.)). Compare

Octane Fitness, LLC v. ICON Health & Fitness, Inc. (134 S.Ct. 1749, 1755 (2014) (Sotomayor, J.)),

stating that “[o]ur analysis begins and ends with the text of § 285” of the Patent Act. Note that these

broad versions do not clearly command all judges to start with statutory text.

12 Recent examples of the narrow version of the statement are: King v. Burwell (135 S.Ct. 2480, 2489

(2015) (Roberts, C.J.)), stating that “[w]e begin with the text of Section 36B”; Kellogg Brown & Root

Services v. United States ex rel. Carter (135 S.Ct. 1970, 1976 (2015) (Alito, J.)), stating that “[w]ith

this background in mind, . . . [w]e begin with the text” of the Wartime Suspension of Limitations

Act; Mississippi ex rel. Hood v. AU Optronics Corporation (134 S.Ct. 736, 741 (2014) (Sotomayor, J.)),

stating that “[o]ur analysis begins with the statutory text”; United States v. Quality Stores (134 S.Ct.

1395, 1399 (2014) (Kennedy, J.)); and Christopher v. SmithKline Beecham Corporation (132 S.Ct.

2156, 2170 (2012) (Alito, J.)).

13 Again, a list of statements is on file with the author, and the total number of federal statutory cases is

a rough estimate from The Supreme Court Database.

14 For narrow versions in which statutory text is said to be the starting point without declaring that it

must be in general, I find three from Justice Breyer: United States v. Tinklenberg (131 S.Ct. 2007, 2012

(2011)); Kasten v. Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics Corporation (131 S.Ct. 1325, 1331 (2011)); and

Los Angeles County v. Humphries (562 U.S. 29, 34 (2010)).
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fairness and “situation sense” to resolve cases as a replacement for the impli-

cations of statutory text; text-first statements probably cannot help audiences

separate judges on that early twentieth-century line. But perhaps text-first state-

ments do help identify judges who are committed to a relatively narrow band of

interpretive tools directed at understanding and applying the words of enacted

law, in a way relevant to twenty-first century debates.

At the moment, however, the methodological and ideological signal is faint.

Justice Marshall was willing to use the phrase in his day, for instance (United

States v. Bass, 404 U.S. 336, 339 (1971)), and there is no sense placing him in a

textualist or right-wing camp. Nowadays, Justice Sotomayor and Justice Kagan

are notably frequent users of the statement in broad form (note 11 above), while

Justice Scalia hardly uses the statement in any form.15 The peak frequencies in

the 2010 Term were not exactly accidental, by the way; Justices Sotomayor and

Kagan began using strong versions of the statement soon after they joined the

Court. So the archetypal textualists are not the most obvious boosters of start-

with-the-text declarations—although we might be careful not to deny signals

from these statements based solely on our presuppositions about what the

judges believe. In any event, the mixture of judges invoking broad versions of

the statement disrupts any neat partition along conventional ideological or

methodological divides.

Even when “start with the text” does appear in some form, a little extra

reading sometimes discloses that not much turns on it. In a popular citation

for the strong version, United States v. Ron Pair Enterprises (489 U.S. 235

(1989)), Justice Blackmun did write that resolving the meaning of the relevant

bankruptcy provision “begins where all such inquiries must begin: with the

language of the statute itself” (id., p. 241). Yet the preceding page of the opinion

tells us, in a different beginning, that “[i]nitially, it is worth recalling that

Congress worked on the formulation of the [Bankruptcy] Code for nearly a

decade” (id., p. 240) (emphasis added). After quoting a committee report for

congressional intent, the opinion contended that sticking with the statute’s

plain language was justified because, “[i]n such a substantial overhaul of the

15 Justice Scalia’s last use of a start-with-the-text statement seems to be in his nine-year-old dissent in

Zuni Public School District No. 89 v. Department of Education (550 U.S. 81 (2007)), in which he

criticized the majority’s use of intent and purpose as a “cart-before-the-horse approach” (id., p.

109). Consider also Alexander v. Sandoval (532 U.S. 275 (2001)), in which Justice Scalia wrote, “We

therefore begin (and find that we can end) our search for Congress’s intent with the text and

structure of Title VI” (id., p. 288), but only after identifying three assumptions of law and distin-

guishing precedent (id., pp. 279–288). Justice Scalia’s methodological mission was to establish the

importance of certain sources and methods (Scalia & Garner 2012, p. 54), which is not the same as

establishing a particular sequence of analysis. Justice Scalia passed away as this Article was going to

press.
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system, it is not appropriate or realistic to expect Congress to have explained

with particularity each step it took” (id.). A judicial opinion can have more than

one explicit beginning, even within the practice of interpretation.16

Too many unresolved questions remain about what these statements are

supposed to mean in judicial practice for a clear methodological signal to

emit. Some questions are apparent already: In every case, something notable

happens before judges turn to the text of a statute, so how much does it matter

whether one group of judges likes to label this turn the “start” (sub-Section

2.3.1)? When a judge turns to statutory text, what exactly is the judge supposed

to leave for later (sub-Section 2.3.2)? And what is the effect on results (sub-

Section 3.1–3.2)? Is coming “first” supposed to make text more important?

How? How much more important? With so many open questions, the state-

ment might be, not a separating signal, but instead a shallow and polite expres-

sion of unity or collegiality. The spread (or migration) from early adopters such

as Justices Thomas and Alito to colleagues including Justices Sotomayor and

Kagan is some indication that saying “start with the text” does not rope anyone

to controversial positions.17

2.3 Decision Processing

All that said, judges must start somewhere when they process cases and inter-

pret statutes. Whatever is intended by the statement’s authors, think about

“start with the text” as a description or rule for the process of decision instead

of the progress of a written opinion. The idea might seem simple, albeit some-

what controversial. But posed as a rule for sequencing the consideration of

interpretive sources, we have to wonder whether the rule can be made mean-

ingful in decision processing given what we know about how courts operate.

The question whether this sequencing rule can be operationalized in court leads

to a series of implementation issues (Section 5). For the moment, consider two

16 Consider also Tapia v. United States (131 S.Ct. 2382 (2011)), in which Justice Kagan opened her

opinion for the Court by framing the legal issue presented (id., p. 2385), later noted that “[w]e begin

with statutory background—how the relevant sentencing provisions came about and what they say”

(id., p. 2386), and still later declared that “[o]ur consideration of Tapia’s claim starts with the text of

18 U.S.C. § 3582(a)” (id., p. 2388). These statements involve distinct practices with different starting

points—e.g., opinion exposition, interpretation generally, merits evaluation of a particular inter-

pretive claim.

17 One possibility is that justices such as Thomas wanted the phrase to be a message of tight meth-

odological commitment, but the phrase was appropriated by others who lacked the same commit-

ments yet wanted to profess fidelity to statutory text. A variant of this description is that “we” start

with the text was used or taken as an accusation of improper behavior on the part of certain

colleagues, and those colleagues defended themselves by embracing the statement. Another possi-

bility is that junior justices tend to be assigned majority opinions in the kind of case for which broad

start-with-the-text statements are acceptable. Other hypotheses are welcome.
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pincer-like challenges to operationalizing the rule—upstream influences and

downstream choices—that might help us concretize the idea of starting with the

text as a sequencing rule.

2.3.1. Upstream Influences

Judges always do something influential in case processing before they examine a

legal text, and thus “start with the text” could be nonsense or useless for real-

world decisions. Texts are inanimate, after all, and people pick them up with a

task in mind. A student grabs a novel and processes the novel’s text in a way that

develops meaning for the reader of that text; a judge grabs a statute and pro-

cesses the statute’s text in a way that develops meaning for the reader of that

text. From one critical perspective, texts have meaning and significance, if they

do, by way of interaction with readers. A reader’s purposes, beliefs, and abilities

are essential to the development of textual meaning, on this view, as well as the

social setting in which the reading takes place. Perhaps there is no such thing as

starting with the text in a strong sense, only interacting with a text on terms

provided by the reader and a given situation where the reading begins.

Following this logic and attempting to account for all upstream sources of

influence, perhaps it is impossible to pinpoint the true starting point for the

interpretive process writ large.18

A more mainstream and perhaps less maddening perspective yields similar

insight. Consider Larry Alexander’s defense of intentionalism (Alexander 2011).

Alexander contends that what we call interpretation does not begin unless the

interpreter recognizes the relevant object as authored by somebody with an

intent to communicate (id., p. 87–88). In a loose sense, one can “interpret”

oceans and mountains to find “meaning,” but this is not the operation that we

have in mind for judges working with laws. Even if Alexander’s argument

cannot persuade us that subjective authorial intent is the correct goal for in-

terpreters, he has a point. An analytical distinction with similar implications

appears in Dworkin (1986, p. 65), which flagged “a ‘preinterpretive’ stage” in

which the relevant rules and standards are identified, somehow. In any event, a

18 See also Fish (1980), emphasizing constraints and probable audience understandings associated with

different institutional settings in which language is conveyed, and Franklin (2005, pp. 604–608), in a

similar vein. Compare Eskridge & Frickey (1990, p. 351), stating that, “[b]ecause we always ap-

proach texts from the perspective of our own historically situated horizon, we tend to project our

‘preunderstandings’ onto the text”; Eskridge (1994, pp. 58–64), also emphasizing the interpreter’s

perspective in reaching textual meaning; and Feldman (1996, p. 176), discussing Gadamer and

dialogical interpretation. Perhaps each judge has an ongoing “life-project” (Kennedy 1986, p.

521) that orients the judge’s attitude toward and even understanding of various legal materials.

Perhaps life itself is understood through an unending series of “texts” that people cannot step out of,

following one reading of Derrida (1997, pp. 158–159): “[I]l n’y a pas d’hors-texte” (there is no

outside-text). I could go on.
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text-first rule presupposes a text identified for interpretation by some other

process.

Recognition of an upstream process does not make text-first statements

meaningless as sequencing rules, but their significance declines. Isolating rele-

vant legal text might be the main event in adjudication and interpretation, to

the extent that these sources influence outcomes. For judges deciding cases in

adversarial proceedings, this unavoidable identification process involves know-

ing who the parties are and what they are arguing about. The procedural history

and resulting shape of disputes point judges toward the allegedly applicable

statutes, regulations, constitutional provisions, and so forth. Even a judicial

opinion that begins with a reference to a statute required the author to identify

that statute beforehand. No judge starts judging by reading the United States

Code.

This mundane point about the hard slog of adjudication was part of the

wisdom in Roscoe Pound’s 1959 discussion of interpretive sequencing in

Jurisprudence: “In an analysis of the judicial process we may set off, first, ascer-

tainment of the facts upon which the determination must proceed. Next, the

facts having been found, judicial decision according to law involves (1) finding

the legal precept to be applied, (2) interpreting the precept, (3) applying the

precept to the cause.” (3 Pound 1959, p. 469). Modern procedure often allows

judges to proceed on an assumed set of facts, as with motions to dismiss and

summary judgment, but Pound’s sequence still shows well. With assumed facts,

or at least a stack of motion papers, a judge can efficiently search for sources of

law relevant to a decisive resolution of the case. This hard-headed sequence is

fairly well reflected in judicial opinions, which, after captions and throat clear-

ing, usually tell you where the case is coming from and what the parties contend

before moving on to display a narrower conception of interpretation.

Pound recognized a competitor to his facts-first sequence, which he called

“administrative” and traced back through Huntington Cairns to John Dewey

(id., pp. 469–471, citing Cairns 1949 and Dewey 1938). Cairns asserted that a

judge cannot know the operative facts until after “the apparently relevant facts

have been tested in conjunction with the ideas that forecast the solution. He

does not even know what the law is until he has settled upon the solution which

he believes he will accept.” (Cairns 1949, p. 239). Even so, Cairns’ sequence

locates judicially preferred solutions before interpretation of legal texts; he

contended that a judge only “finds the law” (scare quotes his) as a way of testing

the judge’s preferred solution for legality (id.). Now, the lines of influence can

be more complicated than this. A decision-maker’s sense of the proper solution

might have been influenced by prior legal training and prior knowledge of law’s

sources, and this pre-existing knowledge might influence which facts seem

relevant. But the foregoing models nonetheless depict influential information
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processing occurring before the decision maker examines formal legal sources

such as statutory text.19

Undoubtedly there are situations in which an official foregrounds statutory

interpretation, narrowly conceived, before turning to case-specific factual data.

One can imagine this happening where agency officials are delegated power by

statute to develop and enforce policy (3 Pound 1959, p. 471). One also can

imagine or detect judges developing a mission for a given legal principle or

clause, as when judges flag legal arguments that they would like to entertain in

the future (Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898, 938–939 (1997) (Thomas, J.,

concurring); Board of County Commissioners v. Brown, 520 U.S. 397, 437 (1997)

(Breyer, J., dissenting)). Some academics, too, orient their view of courts and

interpretation toward broad missions of principle rather than dispute reso-

lution. Owen Fiss’s The Forms of Justice (1979) and Akhil Amar’s The

Document and the Doctrine (2000) are nice examples. The latter suggests two

steps for interpreters: first, understanding the dictates of the text and, second,

deciding how to apply the text in changed circumstances via workable doctrinal

rules (id., pp. 53, 80). It is unclear where individuated case facts fit, or whether

they matter to the theory. But I suspect that such law-first approaches populate

only a modest fraction of all judicial decision-making. Whatever else they do,

both trial and appellate judges clear dockets of cases, usually by understanding

something about those cases before examining the U.S. Code.

A related matter is how much of the Code to examine, which is partly deter-

mined by an upstream commitment to a particular role for the decision-maker.

The judge might bear down on the narrowest segment of statutory text necessary

to close a case, or the judge’s attention might travel outward to the far reaches of

19 Compare Pollock (1896), declaring that “[i]nterpretation is the process of fixing the application of

legal principles in concrete cases” (id., p. 234), and that a key question is, “[g]iven a rule of law that

conditions generically described as A produce a certain legal liability or other consequence X, does

the specific fact or group of facts n fall within the genus A?” (id., p. 236). Also compare Hart & Sacks

(1994), declaring that “[t]he function of the court in interpreting a statute is to decide what meaning

ought to be given to the directions of the statute in the respects relevant to the case before it”

(id., p. 1374). And as Schauer (2009, p. 132) observes, “[e]ven the Realists’ opponents thought it

important to pay close attention to the facts of a case, because otherwise there would be no way to

decide which legal rule would determine the outcome.” See also Schauer (2013, p. 752 n. 10), on a

nondeductive yet traditional view of legal decision-making.

The idea that “a judge must first look at the facts to see which legal rules are relevant” has been

called, perhaps incautiously, “a plainly trivial sense of fact-responsiveness” (Leiter 1997, p. 275 n.

40). Many Legal Realists did suggest that the perceived facts (combined with a sense of fairness, for

instance) were more important to judicial decisions than formal legal rules, and therefore the use of

facts to find relevant law might have been thought trivial by those scholars. Either way, Section 3

below will suggest that the order in which case facts and other sources of information are considered

can have a nontrivial influence on outcomes, which should be understood regardless of how im-

portant formal law is to judicial decisions.
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the Code and beyond. Choosing the appropriate segment of study does not

follow from a “start with the text” instruction. Instead the choice implicates

core questions about the optimal scale and degree of legal coherence (clauses,

acts, codes, case law, and so on), along with the correct type of coherence (se-

mantic, purpose, policy), that should be pursued by judges in any one case. For

only some people is interpretation about semantic coherence “alongside the

remainder of the corpus juris” (Scalia 1997, p. 17).20 Regardless, by taking up-

stream steps in case processing, information is accumulated and perspectives are

formed that can influence interpretive results—like it or not.

2.3.2. Downstream Choices

We might as well recognize a downstream process built into the statement, too,

because “starting with the text” opens a potentially large box of interpretive sources

and techniques. The statement does not specify exactly what the interpreter may do

with the chosen part of the statutes before inappropriately exiting stage one. You

might think that a judge is no longer starting with the text when doing anything

other than reading it unassisted, but that position is not cemented. A text does

nothing without assistance, and a number of processes may compose reading.21

When Justice Sotomayor’s majority opinion in Octane Fitness, LLC v. ICON

Health & Fitness, Inc. (134 S.Ct. 1749 (2014)) announced that “[o]ur analysis

begins and ends with the text” of the Patent Act (id., p. 1755), what quickly

followed was a cartload of resources. She introduced a quotation from prece-

dent establishing that undefined statutory terms are ordinarily construed in

accord with ordinary meaning, then quoted dictionaries, and then referenced

a similar result reached by a lower court interpreting a different fee-shifting

statute (id., p. 1756). This discussion covers only one paragraph but relies on

multiple sources before the Court ends anything. Finding the endpoint for

“start with the text” implicates unresolved issues about the range of sources

and techniques eligible for this stage of interpretation. If elastic references to

20 To see part of the spectrum of coherence options, compare West Virginia University Hospitals, Inc. v.

Casey (499 U.S. 83, 88–92, 101 (1991)), seeking semantic consistency across statutes and not con-

sistent policy, with Abramski v. United States (134 S.Ct. 2259, 2267 & n.6 (2014)), considering the

effects of a given interpretation on the achievement of perceived statutory goals, as well as Hart &

Sacks (1994, p. 1209), promoting harmonization with “more general principles and policies of law,”

and Dworkin (1986, p. 225), urging that judges adopt a “coherent conception of justice and fairness”

in law, as if law had one author.

21 During earlier eras, and for some people in some settings today, the meaning of a given word string

might be thought so plain as to not need “interpretation” at all. This position is difficult to follow on

prominent current views of how language works, whether as a set of conventions for a linguistic

community or as a search for authorial intent (Scalia & Garner 2012, § 1; Manning 2008, p. 1551;

Solan 2005, pp. 466–467). That said, it is emphatically true that decision-makers often rely on

language in legal materials without deploying conscious, sophisticated, time-consuming analysis.
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“context” are added (Lorillard Tobacco Co. v. Reilly, 533 U.S. 525, 542–546

(2001)), then the eligible resources will pile up quickly.

None of this turns the statement into nonsense or trivia, even when trans-

lated into a simple and shallow rule for sequencing sources of information. In

any given sequence for decision-making, there are upstream and downstream

processes (Samaha 2014, p. 108). One just needs a frame that recognizes ante-

cedent choices about which texts matter, and subsequent processes for convert-

ing texts into useful meaning. Of course “start with the text” will have no

meaning useful for closing cases if the frame indicates only that, at some

point in the judge’s job, he or she will look at a statute; or if starting with the

text means using every arguably legitimate source and method. But the influ-

ence of what comes before statutory text is no reason to ignore this other stage,

even if the statement is not as telling as it should be. Moreover, judicial practice

shows sources sometimes arriving later on. Legislative history is not part of

what judges today count as starting with the text of a statute; legislative history

supposedly comes after and only if the work with statutory text and structure

wear out (Bruesewitz v. Wyeth LLC, 562 U.S. 223, 240 (2011)). Ignoring infor-

mation that is supposed to precede and follow the consideration of statutory

text might not be easy or justifiable, but, with effort, we can see a potentially

useful and influential sequence for interpretation.

3 . E F F E C T S

We are now in a position to consider the effects of “start with the text,” taken as a

rule for the sequence of information processing. This idea should draw our

attention regardless of what judicial opinions mean by it. Judges must begin

their efforts to interpret statutes somewhere. If some part of a judge’s work with

a given segment of statutory text is adequately limited and effectively sequenced

before other interpretive resources, what happens? Anything? The discussion

below starts with the notion that, as a matter of logic or rationality, the text-

first rule is inconsequential to decisions and should be retranslated. The discus-

sion then raises the strong possibility that, as a matter of cognition and behavior,

the rule is quite consequential for various judicial decision situations—often in

counterintuitive and unsettling ways. Often enough, last matters more than first.

3.1 Logically Irrelevant Sequencing

It is a light mental lift to conclude that, all else equal, prescribing the first source

to be considered in a decision process makes, and should make, zero difference

to the result. Instructing a machine to add up variables A, B, and C (in that

order) should produce the same total as instructing the machine to add up C, B,
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and A (in that order). People are liable to make more mathematical errors than

computing devices, but this does not mean that people normally do or try to

give different results when they add up the same set of numbers in different

sequences. The foregoing logic matches simple models for rational decision-

making with multiple factors or goals, which are nuanced enough to accom-

modate different weights and confidence levels for different considerations

(Payne, Bettman, & Johnson 1993, p. 24; Keeney & Raiffa 1993, pp. 137–

138). The upshot is no different if, instead, the model for decision-making is

Bayesian updating of an initial belief about probability. The order in which

additional information is processed should not influence the final result of

Bayesian updating after all of the given information is processed (Haigh

2003, p. 37).

The same point should be entertained for interpretive sources, although we

will soon face deep questions about interpretation in law. If a judge ascertains the

meaning of a statutory term by considering (A) ordinary meaning, (B) surround-

ing-word meanings, and (C) usage elsewhere in the same statute, then we might

well hope that the order of consideration for these source categories will make no

difference. The judge must begin the process of statutory interpretation some-

where, but a sequencing rule need not affect results—and, if interpretation ought

to be like machine addition, it ought not. Our opening example, King v. Burwell

(135 S.Ct. 2480 (2015)), can be set into this logical framework. Whatever should

be the result of considering ordinary meaning of the statutory phrase “an ex-

change established by the State” (id., p. 2489), surrounding words in that statu-

tory provision (id.), and implications of similar phrases elsewhere in the statute

(id., p. 2490), we can rationally maintain that the order of consideration should

be irrelevant. Nor should this normative position shift if one of these sources

ought to receive more weight than others. The judge should consider them all in

whatever order, we might say, with adjustments for different weights.

This position against order effects holds even if source implications are inter-

active. Perhaps choosing the best dictionary meaning requires consideration of

the best understanding of surrounding words; perhaps choosing the best under-

standing of surrounding words requires consideration of the (primary) diction-

ary meaning for the word in dispute. In attempting to understand a legal text,

moreover, interpreters may move back and forth between that text and the

various supporting sources, and between pairs of those sources as well

(Eskridge & Frickey 1990; Eskridge 1990, p. 613). Meaning can gather from

returning to a bit of text, not just starting there.22

22 Something like this interactive-source perspective was offered for constitutional cases by Fallon

(1987), too, who claimed that “[t]he various kinds of constitutional argument are substantially

interrelated and interdependent” (id., p. 1193), and compared the interpretive revision process to
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However, nothing said so far against order effects prevents the rational, logic-

driven interpreter from considering the influence of multiple sources on each

other. Such interactive variables do increase the complexity of the decision

process, but the situation does not prevent a sum total after each possible

interaction is identified and their weights adjusted by assigned probabilities.

In King, each side to the dispute argued that the other side’s preferred meaning

for “an exchange established by the State” would produce unacceptable results

if used consistently elsewhere in the Act. The two sides pointed to different parts

of the Act—asserting, for instance, that the dissent’s admittedly “natural” read-

ing the disputed phrase would mean no “‘qualified individuals’” at all on federal

exchanges (King v. Burwell, 135 S.Ct. 2480, 2490 (2015)), and that the Court’s

reading “means nullifying the term ‘by the State’ not just once, but again and

again throughout the Act” (id., p. 2498 (Scalia, J., dissenting)). Logicians are

entitled to cheer the judges who considered both consistent-use arguments, and

criticize any judge who made one of those arguments trump the other merely by

considering it first.

Interpreters might face even harder problems. Perhaps two or more sources

can be so thoroughly reciprocal in their implications for law’s meaning that a

just-add-up-the-variables approach yields no answer. Think about a Necker

cube, , which is a two-dimensional figure that can be visualized as a cube

angled upward or downward depending on where the observer starts looking.

The initial focus tends to influence the visualization of the remainder (Holyoak

& Simon 1999, p. 12; Simon 1998, p. 51). Indeed visualization may toggle back

and forth between two possibilities, as a person’s focus shifts back and forth

between two given starting points. Maybe statutory interpretation can be like

this, insofar as the implication of source A depends on which implication is

assigned to source B, and vice versa, in some kind of vicious hermeneutic

circle.23

reflective equilibrium (id., p. 1240 & n. 230). Fallon’s argument was grounded in the norms of

professional legal practice, which he described as requiring efforts to make various sources of con-

stitutional argument point in the same direction, with ranking of sources used only as a fallback (id.,

pp. 1150, 1193–1194). Others may characterize this coherence-inclined pattern as a cognitive bias

and not presumptively acceptable, even if widespread in judging (Simon 1998, p. 127).

23 Compare Schleiermacher (1998, p. 109), positing an opposition between the parts and the whole of a

work, yet a task of understanding each via the other; Simon (2004, p. 521), claiming that “[c]on-

nectionist systems [on which coherence-based reasoning is premised] process mental tasks through

a nonconscious process in which the mentally represented variables interact with one another like an

electrical network”; and Eskridge & Frickey (1990, p. 352), stating that “a true dialogue with the text

requires the interpreter to reconsider her preunderstanding as she considers the specific evidence in

the case, and then to formulate a new understanding, which in turn is subject to reconsideration.”
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But telling the interpreter where to start would not eliminate this indeter-

minacy. The interpreter would have to be told to end the analysis without

considering the implications of certain sources. Although a sequencing rule

combined with a rule for excluding certain perspectives can dictate a result

here, thus far we have no logical reason to impose that combination. A rational

decision-maker may conclude that the true meaning of such a statute, like the

“true” angle of a Necker cube, is indeterminate. It depends on the starting

point, and we have only a list of relevant sources. For a unidirectional result,

the interpreter needs a fairly elaborate rule and a reason for adopting it, such as

“ordinary meaning first and last, because it’s most important and here’s why . . .

.” But “most important” and “last” are neither entailed nor justified by “first.”

Thus a sequencing rule can logically influence results if combined with an-

other factor or rule, such as limited resources or lexical ordering. In these

settings, having a place to start is not simply convenient. If the decision-

maker—a busy trial judge, for instance—might run out of time to consider

the sources left for later, earlier-considered resources are more important ex

ante. The likelihood of consideration will increase as the source moves up in the

sequence. There is nothing necessarily illogical about this. Yet here we have

added a resource constraint alongside a sequencing rule, and we should not

mistake the influence of that combination for a sequencing rule on its own. The

same thought applies to lexical ordering, in which, regardless of resource con-

straints, some sources should not be taken into account unless more important

sources wash out first (Samaha 2010, p. 1669). Sequencing lexically superior

sources into earlier stages helps decision-makers reach results here, too, in a

perfectly logical way (Todd & Dieckmann 2005, p. 1394). Starting with a lex-

ically superior source can be efficient. “First things first,” as they say. But lexical

ordering is more than and different from a sequencing rule. Lexical ordering

adds strict categorical priorities to decision formulas, priorities that

should prevail regardless of which information is considered first in sequence.

Such superiority depends on special normative justifications (Samaha 2010, pp.

1675–1685).24

24 Similar observations apply to another situation in which a particular sequence makes sense or is

efficient: namely, facing a task that is a logical prerequisite for correctly performing another task, as

when ascertaining the value of A depends on the value of B but not vice versa. A law-related example

is (A) figuring out last year’s income to (B) calculate this year’s subsidy amount. Again, “first things

first.” Likewise are situations in which a decision-maker’s authority to perform task B is in some way

conditional on task A, as when judges (A) try to establish subject matter jurisdiction as a condition

for (B) doing further work on the case. It is worth noting, though, that this Article addresses efforts

to make one decision using a pool of information, rather than multiple decisions that are related in

some other way. On this distinction and its problems, see Samaha (2010, pp. 1673–1674).
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All of this provides motivation for translating “start with the text” declar-

ations not as trifling statements on sequencing alone, but as more majestic

methodological commitments. Judge Posner once charged the statement with

ironic ambiguity: a message intended to clarify method that might be about

sequencing or might be about special treatment for statutory text in the judge’s

calculus (Posner 1983, p. 809). This special treatment could be increased weight

for statutory text understood through some limited set of interpretive tools, or

even lexical superiority over other sources such as legislative history. Judges are

already moving toward lexical ordering in interpretation, albeit with halting

steps (Gluck 2010, pp. 1775–1811, 1829–1846; Samaha 2010, pp. 1708–1717).

Starting with the text might be important or at least useful in assuring lexical

priority without wasteful distractions. One early version of the text-first state-

ment might invite this translation. In Caminetti v. United States (242 U.S. 470

(1917)), dealing with interstate transportation of women for immoral purposes,

the Court thought it “elementary that the meaning of a statute must, in the first

instance, be sought in the language in which the act is framed” (id., p. 485). The

Court followed this ostensible sequencing rule with a statement on lexical pri-

ority: “if that [meaning] is plain, and if the law is within the constitutional

authority of the lawmaking body which passed it, the sole function of the courts

is to enforce it according to its terms,” and “the rules which are to aid doubtful

meanings need no discussion” (id.).

We have more work to do on sequencing, however. Treating “start with the

text” as a statement about weight or lexical priority usually is not a semantic-

ally attractive translation, even aside from the ordinary meaning of the state-

ment in isolation. Judges already discuss the preeminent or trump value of

adequately clear statutory text in simple language. Caminetti is an example,

actually. The quotations above offer two statements with potentially different

meanings. Certainly we might understand “in the first instance” as a partly

redundant indication of the primary importance of statutory text, and not

necessarily a comment on decisional sequencing—especially if we assume

that sequencing does not influence results. But “start with the text” is an aw-

fully uninformative way to communicate the weights of sources, let alone

lexical ordering. In addition to unsettled debates over what counts as using

the text and which sources should be lower value, starting with source A tells

us nothing, in a strictly logical sense, about A’s significance to the decision.

Finally and equally important, it turns out that sequencing can influence de-

cisions in the real world, without adding lexical ordering or even resource

constraints. But to comprehend these effects, we have to rethink how judges

might think.
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3.2 Cognitively Relevant Sequencing

People do not always process decision tasks like machines totaling sums on one

metric, and this opens the way for order effects in realistic models of human

decision-making (Svenson 2006, pp. 356–358; Johnson, Häubl, & Keinan 2007).

Thaler and Sunstein (2008, pp. 1–3) spread the idea with a cafeteria-line story,

suggesting that item location may influence customer choice. Their illustration

was hypothetical, but market players do deploy sequencing tactics in attempts

to convert order effects into economic gain. If you are a buyer in the old-school

real estate market, you might notice your agent sequencing options to promote

one option over others (Rogers 2013). Today, search-engine coders trying to

follow user preferences must puzzle over how to do so when preferences and the

order of display are endogenous (Bruza & Chang 2014, pp. 7–8). Part of the

theory for these market applications is based on behavior of undergraduates

during low-stakes experiments. But another part investigates expert and experi-

enced decision-makers,25 as well as nonexperimental settings such as ballot

design in candidate elections26 and manufacturing firms choosing among nu-

merous energy efficiency recommendations (Muthulingam et al. 2013). That

last study asserts that “[m]oving a recommendation one position down the list

in an average assessment has an impact similar to increasing its costs by at least

17%” (id., p. 613).

There are implications for legal institutions, of course, if we can figure them

out. One very early study of sequencing involved trial evidence. In the 1930s,

psychologists H.P. Weld and Merrill Roff delivered summaries of Thomas

Hoag’s bigamy trial to groups of pre-law students over several years, varying

25 Examples include Schwitzgebel & Cushman (2012), finding that philosophers’ judgments showed

order effects similar to lay persons’ in evaluating ethical dilemmas; Hardin (1999, pp. 343–345),

discussing studies involving experienced real estate agents; Chapman, Bergus, & Elstein (1996, p.

209), finding that both more- and less-experienced family practice doctors were subject to recency

effects in hypothetical diagnoses involving brain tumor risk; Adelman & Bresnick (1992, p. 226),

finding order effects in simulator experiments with air defense officers, but that experience in

Europe mitigated order effects; and Tubbs, Messier, & Knechel (1990, pp. 454–456, 459), studying

experienced accountants conducting experimental audits and estimating probabilities, and finding

no effect when the information items were consistently positive or negative but usually recency when

the items were mixed.

26 Compare Chen et al. (2014, p. 116), finding a primacy effect for candidates listed first and collecting

studies with varied outcomes for different kinds of elections, with Hansen & Olsen (2014, p. 3),

finding negligible order effects in the high-stakes, potentially violent Afghanistan parliamentary

elections of 2010. Other lines of research involve survey design and effective learning, which I set

aside—as well as the so-called gambler’s fallacy under which people underestimate the probability of

streaks continuing, which might drive a few percentage points worth of judicial asylum decisions

(Chen, Moskowitz, & Shue 2015, pp. 1, 3). On a new “quantum” theory of decision, in which the

first item can drag the evaluation of the next similar item toward it, see White, Pothos, & Busemeyer

(2015, pp. 234–235).
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the order in which evidence was presented. The experimenters were able to

influence final judgments somewhat—ranging from doubt about guilt to strong

belief in innocence—depending on the order of presentation (Weld & Roff

1938, pp. 620–622). However, Weld and Roff reported variation in thought

process across subjects, and they could not confirm any elegant theory for the

underlying psychological mechanism (id., p. 625).

Order effect studies moved into personality assessment by the 1940s, with a

fountainhead effort by social psychologist Solomon Asch. In profiling hypo-

thetical people, first impressions did seem to matter most (Asch 1946, pp. 270–

272). Similar primacy effects were found in Norman Anderson and Alfred

Barrios’s follow-up study. In initial blocks of ten trials, reversing the order in

which six adjectives were read showed a statistically significant difference of

about one point on an eight-point favorability scale {�4 to +4} (Anderson &

Barrios 1961, pp. 346–348). The adjectives had been pretested with other sub-

jects to establish a favorability baseline. For one relatively large, illustrative

effect, the average favorability rating for all trials was�0.7 for “crafty, faultfind-

ing, unruly, efficient, scholarly, smart” but +0.7 for “efficient, scholarly, smart,

crafty, faultfinding, unruly” (id., pp. 346, 348). The psychological mechanism

remained unclear but the effect seemed real. Order effect studies later spread to

consumer research and other fields. In 2006, for instance, business school pro-

fessors Kurt Carlson, Margaret Meloy, and Edward Russo examined the effect of

installing one brand as the favored choice during the first round of compari-

sons. Respondent preferences moved about 20% toward the first-round leader,

even though a mechanical totaling of isolated product attribute comparisons

suggested rough indifference between the two brands (Carlson, Meloy, & Russo

2006, pp. 513–515).27

But primacy effects can disappear. In the Anderson and Barrios study, sub-

sequent blocks of trials with the same subjects showed less pronounced primacy

effects (Anderson & Barrios 1961, p. 347). This shift away from primacy very

roughly accords with Daigle, Pinsker, & Pitre (2015, pp. 321–322), which stu-

died order effects of mixed positive–negative information on prices in an ex-

perimental stock market over the course of twenty trials. Perhaps the subjects

learned to ignore sequences (Anderson & Barrios 1961, p. 348); experience

27 Like Anderson & Barrios (1961), Carlson, Meloy, & Russo (2006) pretested brand-attribute descrip-

tions in isolation on a different set of subjects to establish a baseline of indifference to the products

(backpacks and restaurants). Two other attribute descriptions were designed to favor one brand or

the other, with these slanted descriptions randomly assigned to the first or fourth position. The

authors also note that slanted descriptions never appeared in the sixth and last position, and that

respondents were asked for step-by-step evaluations after each round of comparisons (id., p. 514).
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sometimes reduces order effects.28 Or perhaps the subjects’ attention to se-

quence flagged as the experiment wore on (Anderson & Barrios 1961, p. 348;

Anderson 1981, pp. 183–188). Further, approximately zero effect was found

when subjects were read two adjectives per trial instead of six (Anderson &

Barrios 1961, p. 348). Perhaps the primacy effect depends on the amount of

information processed. As well, in a study of business students in a tax law class

who judged intent after receiving a long list of factual arguments, the experi-

menters eliminated order effects by requiring the students to explain their

judgments in writing (Schadewald & Limberg 1992, pp. 620–622). This

dampening effect of explanation seems consistent with unanalyzed results in

Luchins (1957, pp. 40, 45), which indicate that the average primacy effect

dropped by more than half when students were asked to write a short paragraph

before categorizing personality. Equally important, classic studies identified

recency effects, in which later-arriving information was more influential (Jain

& Pinson 1976, p. 438). It became hard to say whether recency, primacy, or

neither would take hold given many possible factors (Saks & Hastie 1978, pp.

105–108; Saks 1997, p. 25), and, by the early 1990s, there were more than sixty

studies to take in (Hogarth & Einhorn 1992, p. 5).

Theoretical ambition was called for, and Robin Hogarth and Hillel Einhorn

tried to organize the phenomena in Order Effects in Belief Updating. Their

model for predicting effects was not advertised as complete and yet the

model is intricate, with several moving parts and room for more (id., pp. 5–

19, 37–40). The complexity of these ideas is sometimes lost in translation. But

even with some simplification, we can restate key elements of their theory and

still appreciate the authors’ sophistication, nuance, and caveats. They suggested

concentrating on the following matrix of factors:

3.2.1. Long Lists (often primacy)

The model’s prediction for long lists of information—i.e., more than 17 items,

based on clumping in then-existing studies (id., p. 6)—is primacy, although

Hogarth and Einhorn’s reasoning was not elaborate (id., pp. 17–18, 38). They

assumed respondents would apply some kind of decision formula in which

earlier encountered items of information would be assigned more weight (id.,

p. 15). Potential explanations include the idea that people’s attention or

28 On the possible relevance of decision-maker experience, compare Adelman & Bresnick (1992, p.

226), finding a dampening of order effects on military personnel depending on experience;

Adelman, Tolcott, & Bresnick (1993), likewise finding experience-dampening effects but emphasiz-

ing that order effects accounted for only about 10% of the variation in responses; and Chapman,

Bergus, & Elstein (1996, p. 209), finding recency effects for doctors assessing cancer risks, regardless

of experience.
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sensitivity to new information declines as a decision task proceeds (id., pp. 8,

15), or that certain decision tasks lend themselves to narrative formation such

that items of information processed earlier influence how later items are inte-

grated and understood (Pennington & Hastie 1988). On the other hand, long

lists of information might prompt people to adopt special information pro-

cessing strategies, such as step-by-step interim judgments, that can moderate if

not eliminate the basis for predicting primacy (Hogarth & Einhorn 1992, p. 13).

3.2.2. Short Lists of Simple Information (often judgment-mode dependent)

The model’s prediction for short lists of simple information—e.g., fewer than 12

numbers or single-trait adjectives (id., pp. 5–6)—depends on a distinction be-

tween judgment modes (id., pp. 17–18). Hogarth and Einhorn noticed a pro-

nounced pattern in earlier studies in this category whereby primacy tended to

appear when respondents were asked to make only one end-of-sequence judg-

ment, but recency when respondents were also asked to make step-by-step

judgments as information was delivered (id., pp. 12–13, 38). One intuitive

explanation for this divergence is that focusing the decision process on small

chunks of information can crowd out attention to, or recollection of, informa-

tion processed earlier. This notion is consistent with some explanations for

primacy in long lists.

But Hogarth and Einhorn introduced a deeper explanation based on a par-

ticular type of anchoring. The authors concentrated on whether people are

encoding new information as positive or negative with respect to a stable hy-

pothesis and then totaled (“evaluation”), or instead adjusting the impact of new

information by degree of contrast with a preexisting opinion that acts as an

anchor for a weighted rolling average (“estimation”). So-called evaluation need

not have any order effect, while so-called estimation may have large order

effects. Estimation-style anchoring is itself a little complicated, unless you like

mathematical equations, but a useful slogan is “the bigger the anchor, the

harder it will fall” (id., p. 14). On this theory, step-by-step judgments can

prompt estimation’s rolling averages driven by contrasts, and then yield recency

effects (id., pp. 9–10, 36–39).29

29 To illustrate: In this non-Bayesian anchoring process, order effects can arise when, for example, two

new pieces of evidence tilt in the same direction and have equal weight but different strength (say,

0.6 and 0.9 on a scale of 0.0–1.0), while the current belief level is in the middle (0.5). If the

0.6-strength evidence comes first and then the 0.9-strength evidence, both will yield upward revi-

sions from the previous anchor or “average” of 0.5. But if the 0.9 evidence comes first, it will boost

the 0.5 anchor to a higher position than the weaker evidence could have, and the resulting rolling

average will be pulled down (hard) by contrast when the 0.6 evidence arrives (Hogarth & Einhorn

1992, p. 10). This process can affect strength of final belief and its direction, depending on variable
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Knowing which judgment mode will prevail can be tough, however.

Estimation can be prompted by means other than step-by-step judgments,

and step-by-step judgments need not prompt estimation (id., pp. 37–38). For

their part, Hogarth and Einhorn assumed that people follow a step-by-step

processing mode when this is the response mode set up by experimenters,

but that an end-of-sequence response mode does not dictate a processing

mode; and the authors wisely acknowledged “unanswered questions” about

when people switch processing modes (id., pp. 12–13, 38). In any case,

Hogarth and Einhorn offered a working theory to connect judgment mode

with order effects.

3.2.3. Short Lists of Complex Information (often recency)

The model’s prediction for short lists of complex information—i.e., fewer than

12 items of information that are unfamiliar or in large clumps, such as 600-

word statements (id., pp. 5–6)—is usually recency (id., pp. 17–19, 38). Few

prior studies had been conducted in this part of Hogarth and Einhorn’s matrix,

but the authors suggested that recency often would prevail even if respondents

were asked to make only an end-of-sequence judgment. The authors seemed to

believe that complexity lent itself to estimation’s rolling averages. On the other

hand, they made an exception for respondents who were able to perform evalu-

ation with reference to a stable hypothesis and who received information that

consistently pointed in one direction. Under those conditions, they predicted

no order effect (id., p. 17). Hogarth and Einhorn’s own experiments with com-

plex items fit their model to an almost eerie degree, with respondents usually

flipping between recency and no order effect depending on conditions as pre-

dicted (id., p. 33).

3.2.4. Implications for Statutory Interpretation

The foregoing summary is complicated and hedged. Deliberately so. The

Hogarth and Einhorn model was partly provisional, and it left gaps for phe-

nomena such as sensitivity to only one side of an argument and narrative-

driven reconstruction. Indeed their model might be reworked to de-emphasize

length and complexity of items, and instead emphasize mechanisms that sup-

posedly explain many of the predictions—for instance and all else equal, per-

haps expect primacy if attention will decline or a narrative will be constructed;

perhaps expect recency if memory will fade or contrast with an existing anchor

will loom large; perhaps expect no order effect if information will be evaluated

weights and the formula for “averaging”—if the effect of new evidence increases with its contrast to

the current strength of belief (id., p. 14; Horne, Powell, & Spino 2013, pp. 708, 712–713).
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with reference to a stable hypothesis and the implications totaled up. In any

event, not every prediction of their model is cleanly supported by subsequent

research.30 Some order effects are still surprising and hard to explain.31 Hogarth

and Einhorn introduced a theoretical platform for additional work—one

“bridge between the idea that people are limited information processors, on

the one hand, and the complexity of behavior and its sensitivity to environ-

mental changes, on the other” (id., p. 41).

In retrospect, for example, the above patterns seem to match a classic ex-

periment on trial evidence by Laurens Walker, John Thibaut, and Virginia

Andreoli (1972). In most conditions they found recency effects, both for the

order of presentation between party attorneys and within each attorney’s pres-

entation (i.e., strong or weak facts last). The authors speculated that primacy

might have been suppressed by a legal setting in which decision-makers are

supposed to wait for additional evidence (id., pp. 223–224). Maybe. But al-

though the list of evidence was more than 50 items long, perhaps the informa-

tion should count as complex. And the student respondents were asked to make

30 Tubbs et al. (1993, pp. 261, 267–268) found recency effects with a step-by-step response mode, even

for consistent evidence—with sufficient contrast between items. Chapman, Bergus, & Elstein (1996,

pp. 206–207, 209–210) found recency effects for doctors’ diagnoses with short lists of facts, regard-

less of whether a step-by-step or end-of-series elicitation was used. However, Chapman and col-

leagues recognized that if the medical information should be characterized “complex,” the results are

consistent with Hogarth and Einhorn’s predictions (id., p. 210). Adelman et al. (1997, pp. 331,

338–340) found primacy effects in a short series of conflicting information, when subsequent in-

formation on a threat was readily reinterpreted in a “story-building process” in line with Pennington

and Hastie (1993). Hogarth and Einhorn (1992, pp. 39–40) left room for change-of-meaning pri-

macy effects when evidence is ambiguous, but they did not model it.

31 One of the most curious patterns involves trolley dilemmas in ethics. Respondents tend to oppose

pushing a person to save other people’s lives, at a consistent level regardless of sequencing. But

support for throwing a switch with similar consequences decreases from certain baselines if the push

scenario is presented first. See, for example, Wiegmann, Okan, & Nagel (2012, pp. 818–820,

822–824), showing approval reversals for “switch” using transitional scenarios and step-by-step

response modes.

Horne and Livengood (2015, p. 10) point out that several such ethics experiments do not compare

people’s judgments on both scenarios after both have been presented, which highlights the question

whether “genuine” and normatively troubling order effects are occurring or whether some kind of

normatively defensible interim updating is occurring without tainting final judgments. But the

authors do conclude that “sensitivity to ordering owes to a very general feature of human psych-

ology” (id., p. 27), and they present some claims that genuine order effects are sometimes norma-

tively defensible. An uncontroversial example is a child spilling paint and then seeing a parent

either frown and then smile, or smile and then frown (id., pp. 23–24). The observed order of the

parent’s expressions surely is a rational basis on which to infer something about what the parent will

do next. A judge looking at interpretive sources, I take it, cannot rely on a similar inference when she

witnesses one order of presentation rather than another. A broader but debatable and tentative claim

is that genuine order effects can be adequately defended by concentrating on local rationality for the

individual decision-maker, in light of the individual’s experiences with stimuli (id., pp. 25–27).
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step-by-step assessments after every subset of five facts (id., p. 218), which is a

judgment mode that can yield recency.

Less convenient results appear in a more recent study of trial evidence by

Kerstholt and Jackson (1998). Their respondents displayed recency for a short

list of inconsistent evidentiary statements in the step-by-step condition, but

primacy in one of the end-of-sequence conditions (id., pp. 451–452). The au-

thors explain that this particular end-of-sequence condition involved no ini-

tial background information to indicate defendant motive, which might

have left respondents concentrating hard on initial evidentiary items for a

“cognitive frame” (id.). Be that as it may, the results still fit Hogarth and

Einhorn’s attention to response mode, if the evidence in these short lists

should be considered simple. But if the evidence was complex, then their

model suggests recency regardless of response mode (with narrow exceptions).

Moreover, when Kerstholt and Jackson’s respondents were initially given in-

formation suggesting that the defendant had a motive for the crime, recency

effects reappeared for the evidentiary items in the end-of-sequence response

mode (id., pp. 449, 451–452). One possibility is that the motive information

shifted respondents into a search for a certain type of coherent narrative. This

explanation amounts to a version of primacy with respect to the motive infor-

mation that nevertheless leaves room for recency with respect to information

arriving later in the story.32

Current research thus allows for considerable subtlety, and we should be

cautious in supposing that the same behavioral patterns apply to judges inter-

preting legal texts. The training, reasoning, experience, and self-selection

among judges might be special in relevant ways (Schauer 2010, pp. 104–106,

108–109, 112–114; Simon 2010, pp. 131, 133–134). Of course, if the above

research is irrelevant to statutory interpretation in court systems, then we

may again suspect that a start-with-the-text sequencing rule is a logically ir-

relevant distraction. But suppose, for the moment, that judges interpreting legal

texts act like ordinary people evaluating trial evidence or buying products or

assessing personalities. We lack order-effect experiments on actual judges, but

we do have experimental evidence indicating that judges follow certain cogni-

tive patterns found in other people (Saks 1997, p. 27; Guthrie, Rachlinski &

Wistrich 2001, p. 784; Sood 2013, pp. 315–316, 319). If the existing evidence on

32 The authors suggest a similar explanation, but they emphasize the recency effect without character-

izing the background information as having a primacy effect in influencing the way that subsequent

items are processed (Kerstholt & Jackson 1998, p. 452). They hypothesize “initial attempts to create a

coherent pattern from the available data . . . with an emphasis on meaning rather than on serial

position” (id., p. 453).
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order effects carries over to statutory interpretation, then the “start with the

text” admonition easily could be influential as a sequencing rule.33

But order effects found in other contexts are not very congenial to the text-

first rule if the goal of the rule is to make what comes first most important. This

point is crucial. An order effect depends on certain decision-maker traits and

the details of the decision procedure, and one might say that the distribution of

order effects in existing studies is bimodal: First or last can matter most, if not

both, when order matters at all. “Start with the text” might make that text either

more or less important than other sources, or do nothing, depending on other

variables.

Imagine first an experienced judge who is familiar with the statute to be

applied. Also imagine that the judge interprets within a time-rich environment,

with the luxury of affording substantial attention to each relevant source of

interpretation and to a final judgment, plus the judge is aware that a stream of

potentially complex sources are on their way. Imagine further that the statute or

case facts are associated with ideologically salient fault-lines. Imagine, finally, if

you wish, that the judge and not a clerk will draft an opinion. Aside from

opinion drafting duties, I have just described a real slice of the Supreme

Court’s docket, including cases such as the King controversy over

“Obamacare” subsidies—and it is a bad candidate for major order effects in

any direction. Even if justices could meaningfully control the sequence of in-

terpretive sources and also minimize the influence of case facts as the true first

step in interpretation, we should expect sequencing alone to have little effect on

votes. If anything, judicial positions derived in other ways might influence how

interpretive sources are sequenced for consideration.

Now imagine a second judge who has no pre-existing knowledge of the

statute about to be applied. Also imagine that this judge interprets on-the-fly

in a seriously time-constrained environment, where docket pressures foreclose

intensive deliberation over numerous interpretive sources or final judgment.

Imagine further that neither the statute nor the case facts are ideologically

charged. And imagine, finally, either that no explanatory written opinion will

33 Compare Wistrich, Rachlinski, and Guthrie (2015, pp. 876–887, 890–893), which indicates that

real-judge respondents were influenced by some legally irrelevant case facts in experiments involving

statutory interpretation, application of constitutional precedent, and excluded evidence. Although

not strictly about order effects, there is some evidence of anchoring in judicial decisions, such as

Englich, Mussweiler, & Strack (2006) and Guthrie, Rachlinski, & Wistrich (2001, pp. 784, 790–793),

which reports anchoring of damages awards to a meritless motion to dismiss for failure to meet the

jurisdictional amount in controversy. For a notably mixed finding on judicial behavior, though not

on statutory interpretation or order effects, see Rachlinski, Wistrich, and Guthrie (2013, p.

1613)—which reports that excluded confessions affected real judges’ experimental conviction

rates, but that the effect depended on the gravity of the charge and severity of police misconduct.
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be issued or that the judge will delegate opinion drafting duties to a law clerk. I

have just described a large chunk of the trial court docket around the country,

probably reaching millions of cases. Indeed the foregoing characterization is not

far from a second slice of the Supreme Court’s docket, perhaps including the

issue of how debt limitations should be calculated under the Organic Act of

Guam in Limtiaco v. Camacho (549 U.S. 483 (2007)). If you have never heard of

the statute or the controversy, we are entering the right territory. In these

domains, it would be no surprise to find a substantial order effect.

In which direction, though? For an intelligent prediction, we have to engage

with otherwise distracting matters of informational architecture in our judici-

aries. We probably need to know whether the list of relevant sources is long and

whether the judge will either suffer from flagging attention or seek out a co-

herent narrative across disparate sources (tentatively suggesting primacy). If the

interpretive sources are unfamiliar or dense, we probably need to know whether

the judge will pause over particular sources or categories of sources to make

interim evaluations (tentatively suggesting recency), or instead plow through

and make a final end-of-sequence judgment (tentatively suggesting primacy).

We probably need to know whether the judge will contrast each source against

an anchored, rolling estimation of statutory meaning (sometimes suggesting

recency), or instead will evaluate each source positively or negatively with re-

spect to a fixed hypothesis about statutory meaning or about which party

should prevail (possibly suggesting no order effect).

Factors such as these should help predict whether the first or the last inter-

pretive source will have the most influence—and they are highly specific to the

judge and court in question. A trial court judge along the lines of my second

hypothetical interpreter is a good candidate for primacy effects if the source list

is long. Tinker with a few assumptions, however, and the prediction disinte-

grates or reverses. A trial judge, faced with unfamiliar and complex statutory

text alongside several inconsistent sources identified by opposing lawyers,

might pause to make the kind of interim source-by-source judgments often

associated with recency. Existing evidence on order effects does make a “start

with the text” rule interesting and potentially important to results, even as a

mere sequencing rule. But the plausible significance of the rule is partly coun-

terintuitive and, if one wants the first item to matter most, the rule can backfire

when it has any effect at all.34

34 An alternative sequencing tactic is to require consideration of an especially important source both

first and last. When judicial opinions declare that they “start” and “end” with the text, they do not

seem to have in mind this sequencing rule; for instance, Octane Fitness, LLC v. ICON Health &

Fitness, Inc. (134 S.Ct. 1749, 1755 (2014)) has such language but indicates that the statutory text was
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4 . Q U A L M S

Apart from investigating the challenges in accurately predicting the effect of a

sequencing rule (sub-Section 3.2 above) and the prospects for effectively im-

plementing the rule (Section 5 below), I want to stop and note two normative

qualms about making the effort. Now we know better what sequencing rules

and order effects are all about. The idea on the table is that the order of source

consideration would be harnessed to ensure a larger role for interpretive sources

in the first position. This is different from familiar efforts to cancel out order

effects and reach some kind of neutral baseline for the presentation of evidence

and argument. Perhaps deploying order effects in this way would exploit what

should be understood as a cognitive bias (Sunstein 2015, pp. 424–428). Perhaps

it amounts to unjustifiable mental trickery or unduly superficial tactics, some-

how derailing by manipulation the proper decision procedure (Wilkinson 2013;

Dworkin 1976), at least for a judiciary tasked with achieving the best under-

standing of law that will govern the rest of us. If the tactic is sufficiently awful,

we might object even when a public servant actively chooses to use the tactic on

herself.

One version of the objection is that relying on order effects distracts people

from deciding thoughtfully how much weight to assign various interpretive

sources. Ideally, it seems, those responsible for structuring judicial interpret-

ation would deliberate and then specify goals, specify valid sources and tech-

niques, and specify the proper weight for each source and the proper logical

relationships among sources, including lexical priority if necessary. None of this

is accomplished forthrightly by setting a sequence of consideration for inter-

pretive sources. At best, sequencing indicates an implicit valuation of sources in

the sequence, a valuation that observers might then try to estimate empirically.

Far from ideal. Still, we live in an imperfect world, with screws falling out all the

time and with only so many levers to pull on legal institutions. The hands-on

issue is whether sequencing is good enough for this kind of government work,

clear enough to overcome any contrary indication from other sources. Doctrinal reform is possible,

however.

Note that this belt-and-suspenders approach to sequencing depends on the order effects not

multiplying intolerably or canceling out somehow. Another complicating factor is that people

seem to lean toward equal allocations across predefined categories (Johnson et al. 2012, p. 494).

This means that the way in which items are partitioned into categories can influence choice.

Crowding a category with items can make each of those items less significant compared to items

in a sparsely populated category. This suggests that placing interpretive sources in the first position

not only foregrounds those items, but could have an equalizing effect on the overall weight of the

first and later positioned source categories. On the other hand, in a study of wine choices, such

partitioning effects declined for wine experts compared to novices (Fox, Ratner, & Lieb 2005).
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as we amble toward roughly appropriate weights for valid interpretive sources,

if not a “table of logarithms for statutory construction” (Frankfurter 1947, p.

543). Maybe it is good enough.

The second version of the objection depends on the mechanisms that induce

order effects. A set of working theories indicates that primacy can occur because

the decision-maker adjusts the weight or importance of sources by (1.A.) inferring

importance from the order of information delivery that was chosen by other

people (Carlson, Meloy, & Russo 2006, p. 515; Hogarth & Einhorn 1992, p. 7), or

(1.B.) decreasing attention and sensitivity to new information as the process

drags on (Hogarth & Einhorn 1992, pp. 7–8; Anderson & Barrios 1961, p. 348).

Much depends on the proper normative framework, of course. But recall that

one version of “start with the text” is a commitment to make a given text more

important. If sequencing statutory text first makes it more influential, then

judges would be following the correct inference under mechanism 1.A. But

this is too clever, no? Unless there is a hidden problem with using clear lan-

guage, judges could be instructed explicitly to make text more important.

Deciding precisely how much more important is hard, but uncertainty about

the correct weight hardly recommends obscuring the commitment. “The text is

more important” is clearer about the goal than, and equally vague about the

weight as, “start with the text.” Indeed, sequencing the text first and also

implying that the text is more important might combine to make that source

more influential than expected. Mechanism 1.B. is not better; it seems a shade

more troubling. In addition to the foregoing obscurity, indirectly reducing the

weight of later-positioned sources through mental exhaustion might be unre-

liable and particularly inappropriate for public servants.35

Another set of theories is probably even more disquieting, although we will

quickly reach deep normative waters. These theories attribute primacy to

decision-makers adjusting the positive or negative valence of sources by (2.A.)

ensuring that later sources point toward the same result as the first source to

avoid hard choices (Carlson, Meloy, & Russo 2006, pp. 514–515, 517), or (2.B.)

similarly anchoring to early sources and interpreting vague items of informa-

tion to construct a coherent narrative (Carlson & Russo 2001, pp. 91–92; Asch

1946, p. 276). As Simon, Krawczyk, & Holyoak (2004) and other research try to

show, sometimes these mechanisms are outcome determinative, in the sense

35 A related mechanism appears in advertising. Sutherland (2008, pp. 15–18) claims that, when a

choice appears, the consumer’s mind produces options sequentially, with items that are salient

for some reason appearing higher on the list; then the consumer tends to satisfice, stopping after

reaching a good-enough choice on the list. Advertising is partly an effort to get a product higher up

on the consumer’s mental list (Note 2003, p. 1168). Interpretive method for judges might have to

operate on different principles, as a matter of principle.
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that the influence on individual sources operates before and flips a final judg-

ment, while in other situations subjects seem to reach a final judgment and then

jigger their views on individual sources to avoid lasting cognitive dissonance.

Either way, these mechanisms indicate that interpretive sequencing can affect

how judges understand the meaning of each valid source and not, or not only,

affect the weight of each source.36

Thus, under mechanism 2.A., sources slotted in the first position will become

more important to interpretation because subsequent sources will be skewed

toward the conclusion inferred from the first source. Sources that would have

pointed toward the plaintiff’s or prosecutor’s position, considered alone, can

end up pointing toward the defendant’s position when left for later as the

interpreter works to avoid close calls. Accordingly, the consumer choice

study in Carlson, Meloy, and Russo (2006, p. 515) found no significant order

effect on the importance assigned to various product attribute comparisons—

which would have tracked mechanisms 1.A. and 1.B.—but instead an order

effect on how people evaluated textually identical descriptions of brand attri-

butes. And this order effect sometimes appeared to accompany preference re-

versals from one brand to another, again based on pretested valuations of the

attribute descriptions. A like skewing of attribute values to support the initial

leader is reported in Russo, Carlson, and Meloy (2006, pp. 899–900). If this

phenomenon took place in a judiciary with respect to legal sources, driven

entirely by sequencing and not the otherwise best understanding of those

sources, people would have cause to complain.37

Words like “skewed” presuppose a superior baseline from which to judge the

evaluation of sources, however, and there is controversy here. Thaler and

Sunstein (2008) remind us that decision-makers must begin somewhere, and

maybe there is no good neutral baseline for understanding interpretive sources

(id., p. 3; Johnson et al. 2012, p. 488; Sunstein 2015, pp. 421–422).38 To be sure,

36 Along related lines, see Sood (2013, pp. 315–316), discussing studies of motivated cognition for legal

issues; Simon et al. (2001, pp. 1250–1254), finding changes in the evaluation of factual and legal

arguments toward coherence at interim and final decision; and Pennington and Hastie (1988, pp.

530–531), asserting “story order effects” on evidence strength that is inconsistent with Bayesian

updating.

37 For some evidence that public support drops for “nudges” as the technique moves from overtly

educational to order effects and default options, see Felsen, Castelo, & Reiner (2013, pp. 205–207),

and Arad & Rubinstein (2015, pp. 19, 25).

38 One might argue for a choice architecture that matches what the hypothetical rational actor would

choose, had he or she been able to evaluate each source of information in one-off fashion. Johnson

and colleagues do recommend sampling and averages to set some default options to “the alternative

most people prefer when making an active choice, without time pressure, in the absence of any

default” (Johnson et al. 2012, p. 492). Thus, “choice architects can at least aspire to neutrality along

important dimensions” (Sunstein 2015, pp. 421–422). What Johnson, Sunstein, Thaler, and others
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we can pretest how one group of respondents views each source of information

in isolation, then compare how other respondents view those sources put to-

gether. This is the strategy of Carlson, Meloy, Russo, and many others. Walker,

Thibaut, and Andreoli (1972) did the same kind of pretesting early on. They

then claimed that the traditional order of presentation at trial, coupled with

climactic ordering within each attorney’s presentation, was “ideal” for generat-

ing “balanced judgments” in which order effects were “neutralize[d]” and fact-

finding left “relatively free of this powerful yet legally irrelevant influence” (id.,

p. 226). Still, behavior research is no substitute for clear normative reasons to

promote one suggested result over the other—and perhaps the best rendering of

legal interpretation itself requires the interplay of multiple sources.

This thought about source interplay introduces mechanism 2.B., which in-

volves a source in the first position being reinterpreted along with sources in

later positions through holistic coherence-building. For the interpretation of

legal texts, a mental process like this might be entirely appropriate to the extent

that relevant sources are supposed to “shed light on” each other. This is a

common notion about sound interpretation for those judges trying to identify

the best understanding of legal texts in a synthesized manner (e.g., Moseley v. V

Secret Catalogue, Inc., 537 U.S. 418, 432 (2003); ICC v. J.T. Transp. Co., 368 U.S.

81, 127–128 (1961); City of Rancho Palos Verdes v. Abrams, 544 U.S. 113, 129

(2005) (Stevens, J., concurring)). In fact, a dynamic and integrated interpret-

ation was part of Asch’s original understanding of his subjects when they

formed generalizations about people based on clumps of one-word descriptors.

Asch thought that those vague descriptive terms accumulated and shifted

meaning in people’s minds as other terms were added (Asch 1946, p. 276).

There is a lingering problem for using such order effects, however, and it is a

serious one. An interactive-source approach to statutory interpretation is ac-

tually no defense for order effects, which are just unnecessary to integrate and

reevaluate sources. Sources can shed light on each other regardless. For judges,

we easily may hope that they place different sources in an interactive relation-

ship without hoping that the overall profile is dictated by the first-read source.

We are back to the Necker cube discussion: That adopting one of two possible

initial focal points will determine the outcome is not, by itself, any reason to

prefer either focus (sub-Section 3.1). If we do want the first-read source to have

special influence, moreover, we need a convincing reason for this influence to

are showing is that people often are influenced by the provision of one choice architecture over

another; and when people’s supposedly revealed preferences depend on the governing choice archi-

tecture, then the choice architect needs a basis for choosing architecture other than what people’s

actual choices suggest about their preferences. Those choices are endogenous to the architecture, at

least sometimes (id., pp. 430–431).
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run through a different rendering of later-read sources. We would have to

defend that mechanism for judges. What is the defense?

Consider combinations of pre-enactment legislative history, ordinary mean-

ings for enacted statutory text, and post-enactment judicial precedent. In many

cases the implications of these sources will correlate because, presumably, they

share subject matter. But this expectation hardly establishes a reason to, for

instance, alter the assessment of a statutory term’s colloquial meaning because of

subsequent judicial precedent (or vice versa). We will get little or no reliable

information on older common usage, per se, by checking what recent courts

have held that the statute means. The same observation goes for the best under-

standing of judicial precedent driving the understanding of legislative history

(or vice versa). Part of the logical concern is temporal, in that sources produced

later are influencing the understanding of sources produced earlier. Another

part of the problem is institutional, in that sources produced by one set of

people are influencing the understanding of sources produced by others. Yes,

each of these interpretive sources might contain reliable information for better

understanding the others. But judges do not need order effects to develop these

insights. Indeed, relying on the primacy effect of an initial focal point arguably

interferes with a discerning evaluation of each source’s value, whether in iso-

lation or with interactive reference to other sources. Under mechanisms 2.A.

and 2.B., primacy effectively commits judges to making judicial precedent look

like the ordinary meaning of statutory text when ordinary meaning comes first.

More can be said, and some readers’ commitments to coherence across

sources of law might overcome the concerns above. But my goal is not to

close normative cases and I invite readers to make their own judgments. The

foregoing should be sufficient to instigate serious doubt that every mechanism

for order effects is acceptable for judges, and to provide cause to study further

the pathways of these effects on public officials.

5 . I M P L E M E N T A T I O N

If we can predict and justify order effects, then, at some point, we should ask

how a sequencing rule can be implemented. Implementation strategy is not the

strong suit of legal scholarship, and scholars can make valuable contributions

without addressing it. In this space, I can only recommend a few directions for

the implementation inquiry. But that will be enough to make an important

point: A simple text-first rule for sequencing interpretive sources could have

significant effects on case results, but effectuating the rule would not be simple

at all. In fact, merely beginning to sketch how judges end up processing infor-

mation will rapidly suggest three further insights: that an interpretive
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sequencing rule probably is not worth trying to implement system-wide and

top-down; that individual judges have real opportunities to structure these

information flows for themselves, but more so for stopping points than starting

points; and that, in any event, a vista of design choices and a set of interlocking

forces—logical, cognitive, institutional, political, physical—not only influence

information sequences but also compose the overall architecture of

interpretation.

5.1 Top-Down Challenges

Certain opportunities for and barriers to system-wide sequencing rules are

plain. A working Supreme Court majority, if not a Congress (Elhauge 2002,

pp. 2108–2112), that is willing to prescribe interpretive method for the federal

judiciary could announce and practice a start-with-the-text rule. A clear

sequencing rule can send an implicit message about importance, which is one

mechanism for triggering primacy. But aside from wondering why the top of

the judicial hierarchy should not simply declare that certain texts are more

important than others, there is the problem of achieving this working majority.

Top-down implementation presupposes a top-level commitment that does not

exist today. Banal and deflating but not for that less true, most law reformers

hoping for hierarchical implementation lack adequate support in the necessary

institutional locations and adequate influence over the processes that populate

those institutions with decision-makers.

This initially discouraging observation should trigger the question of who,

exactly, designs decision procedures for courts. Once we wonder about this

question, we will recognize quickly that there is no single intelligent designer

or choice architect but rather groupings of competing, collaborating, and in-

dependent architects for a given type of judicial choice.39 Some judges are

attempting to establish decision protocols for the main run of cases, other

judges are resisting, and many other judges probably are not paying much

attention to either effort, operating their own chambers within larger institu-

tional settings. These larger settings surely matter. Among the relevant institu-

tional features are voting rules to aggregate individual judgments, plus

39 The observation in text is consistent with (Schlag 2010, p. 918). “Choice architect” is just someone

who designs or presents choices to others, whether deliberately or not (Thaler & Sunstein 2008, p. 3).

“[E]veryone, from a parent presenting bedtime options to a child to a government providing pen-

sion options to its citizens, influences choices and is a choice architect” (Johnson et al. 2012, p. 488).

Compare the development of jury instructions through judge–lawyer collaboration and even build-

ing architects, both of which might present simpler design situations than statutory interpretation in

our judiciaries. One might consider, as well, the influence of any audience whose opinion matters to

judges and others who more directly construct information flows. I do not characterize these

audiences as “architects” for present purposes, but they are additional forces of influence.
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conferencing and other personal interactions that tend to sully pure positions

on interpretive method. We may add to the mix a political architecture that

includes the appointments process to populate the judiciary with decision-

makers of various commitments. And we have not yet mentioned practicing

lawyers, who help select claims to litigate and pitch ideas to judges in other

ways. To some degree, then, Congress and other players influence the judicial

decision process in general if only indirectly. But the key idea here is that

judicial work is organized by groups of designers who build up political and

institutional architectures, and who sometimes work at cross purposes and

sometimes leave each other alone. The implementation of any proposed algo-

rithm for decision processing, such as a text-first sequencing rule, must be

compatible with relevant political and institutional architectures.

Even if the Supreme Court had the inclination and authority to dictate a

particular sequencing rule, announcing it would not be enough for implemen-

tation. Judges who are perfectly willing to follow the rule would still need tactics

for ensuring that interpretive sources are processed according to the rule. The

various forces that shape information flows within judiciaries, whether trial or

appellate, currently are not well organized to follow any across-the-board

sequencing rule for interpretation. Individual judges and their courts have sig-

nificant discretion over the relevant design choices, including when and how

they receive information through live hearings, written briefs, bench memor-

anda, independent research, and inter-judge deliberation. Moreover, high-level

authorities may police written opinions for a preferred sequence of exposition,

but policing information flows that influence the actual decision process is

much harder for outsiders. This is especially true for court systems in which

judges make decisions and then delegate opinion drafting to law clerks (Gulati

& Posner 2015, p. 6).40

Furthermore, existing rules of practice that govern chunks of the judicial

process are not tight when it comes to sequencing interpretive sources. For

example, typical briefing rules require identification of relevant statutes in a

discrete section without placing that section first.41 Oral argument rules are

40 If judges draft their own opinions—as Ronald Dworkin’s Hercules might have (Dworkin 1986, p.

232)—those opinions more likely will be part of the judge’s actual decision process, making that

process easier to police by checking opinions. For thoughts on differences between courts that draft

opinions relatively early versus late in the decision process, see Cohen (2014, pp. 953–955).

41 See, for example, S. Ct. R. 24.1(f) (2013), requiring inclusion of “[t]he constitutional provisions,

treaties, statutes, ordinances, and regulations involved in the case, set out verbatim with appropriate

citation,” but after the question presented, list of parties, jurisdictional statement, and other matter;

Fed. R. App. P. 28(f) (2014), stating that, “if the court’s determination of the issues presented

requires the study of statutes, rules, regulations, etc., the relevant parts must be set out in the brief

or in an addendum at the end, or may be supplied to the court in pamphlet form” (emphasis added);
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even less constraining for the order of attorneys’ presentations, although savvy

lawyers will respond to the apparent priorities of sitting judges.42 Indeed, room

for attorneys to maneuver forensically reflects a particular balance of power

between advocates and officials. Attorneys end up largely free to begin their

written and oral arguments by underscoring the facts or the precedent or the

canons or the text, as strategy dictates—just as law clerks and judges are largely

free to rearrange those sources in their written opinions.43 Bench memoranda,

by which a judge might be introduced to the relevant legal questions, are even

more personalized. And we have yet to address control over odd factors that

may influence order effects as a matter of cognition, such as whether the list of

sources is long, whether the items are unfamiliar, and whether the judge will

make step-by-step judgments. Current institutional rules do not govern those

factors.

Finally, the foregoing assumes that judges face interpretive questions of suf-

ficient depth for source sequencing to matter much. An unquantified fraction of

statutory interpretation involves trial judges grasping apparently relevant facts

and grabbing an annotated statute book for guidance—without much time, any

attorney briefing, or other source material to look at. The interpretive issues

might be easy or hard if analyzed thoroughly, and the cognitive processes might

be simple or complex in some sense. But the issues are resolved on the fly with

few identifiable material resources. Many legal questions probably must be

resolved this way to avoid system overload. Trial judges making calls on evi-

dentiary objections are examples, as well as judges working under familiar legal

standards to resolve motions or set bail. True, we might deny that certain

practices involve “interpretation” of a legal text; a judge operating on his or

D.C. Cir. R. 28(a)(5) (2015), stating that “[p]ertinent statutes and regulations must be set forth

either in the body of the brief following the statement of the issues presented for review or in an

addendum” (emphasis added); S.D.N.Y. Local Civ. R. 7.1(a)(1)–(2) (2013), requiring motion papers

to specify applicable rules or statutes, and memoranda of law to set forth “the cases and other

authorities relied upon,” without an explicit sequencing rule; Cal. Ct. R. 8.204(a)(1) (2015), stating

that “[e]ach brief must: (A) [b]egin with a table of contents and a table of authorities separately

listing cases, constitutions, statutes, court rules, and other authorities cited.”

42 Compare the advice in the Court’s Guide for Counsel in Cases to Be Argued Before the Supreme Court

of the United States (2014, p. 8): “The Supreme Court is not a jury. A trial lawyer tries to persuade a

jury with facts and emotion. Counsel should try to persuade this Court by arguing points of law.”

43 For a recent example of how case facts can be integrated differently into a question presented,

contrast “[w]hether an Indian child’s biological father who has expressly acknowledged that he is

the child’s father and has established that he is the father through DNA testing is the child’s ‘parent’

within the meaning of the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978” (Brief for Respondent Birth Father i,

Adoptive Couple v. Baby Girl, 133 S.Ct. 2552 (2013)), with “[w]hether a non-custodial parent can

invoke the [Act] to block an adoption voluntarily and lawfully initiated by a non-Indian parent

under state law” (Brief for Petitioners i, id.).
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her long-term memory of a statutory provision might not count. Yet in the

examples here, judicial authority can be traced back to a legal text in need of

some level of interpretation; and in at least some of these situations, a judge

actually is examining a legal text. Frequently this kind of rapid-fire behavior is

what passes for interpretation in the trenches of the judicial system, and not

many sources are available for sequencing under those circumstances.

All of these practices are open to modification, of course. Partially decen-

tralized judicial operations develop rules and patterns over time, and they are

subject to larger bureaucratic and other forces (Vidmar 2011, p. 58). Relevant

design features might be altered by “the justice system” somehow (Guthrie,

Rachlinski, & Wistrich 2007, p. 35). But the mix of choices and forces that

produce judicial information flows indicates the challenge for broad-scale im-

plementation of any sequencing rule.

5.2 Decentralized Opportunities

In some contrast, a decentralized perspective shows scattered opportunities for

sequencing rules. Lack of full hierarchical control indicates that sequencing is

importantly, though not entirely, the product of choices at the chambers level.

Individual judges sympathetic to a particular sequencing rule are partly free to

adopt congenial decision procedures for their own shops.

At this micro-level of design, another series of how-to questions does arise,

though. We might recall the emerging notion of choice architecture in behav-

ioral law and economics, which refers to a large collection of ideas about the

manner in which options and supporting information are presented to deci-

sion-makers (Johnson et al. 2012, p. 488). Eric Johnson and colleagues have

compiled a list of tools for choice architects in the public and private sectors,

including the order in which options are presented (id., p. 492). But even if the

sequence of consideration follows the sequence of presentation, a preferred

presentation sequence is a kind of result, unfortunately, and not a “tool” in

the sense of a specific instruction for a specific setting. The notion of choice

architecture is attractive because it is easily understood without being obvious,

and flexible without being vacuous—but actionable implementation strategies

for decision-makers often need more detail, even when only one choice archi-

tect is singled out.44

44 See also Thaler, Sunstein, & Balz (2013, pp. 430–438), which discusses information presentation

including increased salience, default options, checklists, feedback, and collaborative filtering for

large or complex option sets; and Korobkin (2009, p. 1662), which lists information provision,

default rules, framing, and temporary behavioral prohibitions. Some of these ideas do turn out to

have quite concrete applications, such as creating a default option by constructing a computer

interface with one box already checked (Johnson et al. 2012, p. 491).
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Sequencing for judicial interpretation has real hope at the chambers level,

nonetheless. True, individual judges have limited control over the number and

complexity of interpretive sources thrown their way by advocates. Remember,

however, that primacy is sometimes associated with one end-of-sequence judg-

ment while recency is sometimes associated with step-by-step interim decisions

(sub-Section 3.2.2). This much is substantially within a judge’s control, at both

the trial and appellate levels. When judges process cases, they might quickly

pause after examining each source (or source category) to reach provisional

judgments on implications, or instead read through all sources to reach a com-

posite impression. Both options seem feasible, at least in modestly complex

cases.

Additionally, an individual judge often has adequate control over her cham-

bers to help ensure that certain categories of information arrive before others

when she turns to an issue of interpretation. Bench memoranda and other staff

research can foreground some sources and forestall the presentation of others

before attorney work product—which is subject to only loose briefing rules—

can try to direct attention elsewhere. As well, if they wish to exercise it, judges

have authority to structure motion hearings and oral argument such that cen-

trally important sources of interpretation receive an early position. Judges cer-

tainly can communicate their sequencing preferences to lawyers, using informal

remarks if nothing else. Not every court has the resources to manage and divide

control over information in elaborate ways (Guthrie et al. 2007, p. 40), but these

in-chambers moves seem fairly realistic for relatively complex matters.

The larger challenge for judges at the micro-level is controlling when the

process of interpreting law begins and when the first stage ends. The discussion

thus far has assumed that judges begin and end legal interpretation and its

various stages within a discrete timeframe, uninterrupted by other tasks. In

many situations, this is improbable. One problem involves case facts, as dis-

cussed in sub-Section 2.2.1. For much of the docket, trial judges in particular

are highly likely to receive information about the parties and various averments

of fact before concentrating on legal texts in dispute. Individual judges lack the

resources and possibly the authority to divide their labor so that some know law

Note that Johnson and colleagues distinguish tools that structure the choice task from those that describe

choice options (or “what to present to decision makers” as opposed to “how to present it”) (id., p. 488).

These categories, too, require specific implementation strategies. A further division would separate

“symbolic” from “physical” approaches to achieve, for example, a preferred order of consideration or

a sticky default. A strategy would be symbolic, for instance, when items are displayed sequentially in

different documents or when a dialog box includes a pre-checked option. A strategy would be physical,

for instance, when food options are ordered along a cafeteria line or when gas caps are attached to their

automobiles. These partitions are crude but sufficient to indicate different groupings of approaches with

different trade-offs.
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while others know fact. These suggestions about the limited flexibility of judges

in sequencing information are empirical assertions on my part, to be sure. But

the limits are important whether or not one has a Legal Realist sense that facts

and situation sense and other factors matter more than formal law in judicial

decision-making. One could otherwise be a Formalist who believes that statu-

tory text can matter a lot to outcomes, and yet, when thoroughly evaluating a

text-first rule, still have to confront the limits on any judge’s practical ability to

pay attention to formal law before paying attention to uncontested facts, con-

tested facts, and other case-level information.

Furthermore, trial judges in major cases will turn more than once to an

interpretive question (Lefstin 2007). Trial lawyers often believe that they can

“educate” their judge over time (Denlow 2015, p. 223; Gibson 2010, p. 9;

Haworth 2004, p. 28). Either way, a stock of information will, often enough,

build up before the judge reaches closure on an interpretive issue. This obser-

vation about recurrence applies generally to appellate practice, too, insofar as

conscientious appellate judges repeatedly return to an interpretive issue while

reviewing a bench memorandum, while reading briefs, while participating in

oral argument, while deliberating with colleagues, and, perhaps, while super-

vising the opinion drafting process. Controlling the sequence of source consid-

eration within any one of these activities might be insufficient to cement a

desired order effect. This implementation problem seems acute for order effects

that depend on end-of-sequence judgments instead of step-by-step judgments;

it is not clear how a judge could avoid interim judgments through all of the

foregoing activities, without an irresponsibly loose Gestalt approach.

But if the effort is otherwise worth it, one potential fix involves harnessing

recency effects rather than primacy effects. Wanting to increase the importance

of statutory text yet understanding that case facts or some other influential bit

of information will almost invariably arrive first, the judge might take care to

examine his or her favorite source last in the interpretive process. Individual

judges must have far more control over the last step than the first step in their

interpretation of law. Quitting time for a particular decision often will be fore-

seen, if not fully controlled, by the judge charged with making the decision. This

is a matter of setting or adhering to deadlines for stopping the decision process,

rather than controlling influential upstream information when the beginning of

the stream might be hard to see. In addition, we have seen that the features of a

given decision environment can make later arriving sources especially influen-

tial—at least if decision-makers are committed to step-by-step interim judg-

ments for a rolling average, if they are sensitive to contrasts between

informational sources, and if they can avoid coding sources as positive or

negative against a stable hypothesis about legal meaning (sub-Sections 3.2.1–

3.2.3). Whether judges are able to make themselves follow patterns established
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by behavior researchers is open to question, obviously. But many judges do

appear to have the necessary design tools and the ability to set a stopping point

for considering a given interpretive issue. They might only need to check or set

the relevant deadlines and embrace the mission of “ending with the text,” re-

gardless of where they begin.

More important still might be returning to the text, as in repeatedly circling

back to that favored source of interpretation to ensure that it remains the

central focus of attention as opposed to the starting point. Rather than adopting

a unidirectional sequence of source consideration for legal interpretation, the

model would be more circular and redundant. It would be more like the use of a

canonical literary text that is considered and reconsidered alongside contextua-

lizing historical information, or a foundational philosophical text that is reread

to maximize insight in the face of new moral dilemmas, or a religious text that is

consulted daily for ethical guidance, or a DIY video that is re-viewed as progress

on the project is made, or a homepage that website users frequently revisit to

reorient themselves. Central can trump first. And although our legal system

lacks the resources to carry out this circling back operation for every issue,

“return to the text” can work for part of the docket.

The circling-back approach has some theoretical support, as well. In this

spirit, we have Ronald Dworkin’s picture of the good chain novelist, who “re-

turns to the text to reconsider the lines it makes eligible” (Dworkin 1986, p.

232). We also have William Eskridge and Philip Frickey’s admiration of “the

interpreter’s movement from a general view of the statute to the specific evi-

dence and back again,” while “test[ing] different understandings of the text in

an ongoing effort to determine its proper interpretation” (Eskridge & Frickey

1990, p. 351). Self-described textualists, too, should be able to adopt either “end

with the text” or “return to the text” as a commitment of their own, with

appropriate modification. It is true that a favored source of interpretation,

such as ordinary meanings for statutory text, might be tainted somehow once

other information is considered. But this feared effect might be reason to ex-

clude that other information, without raising problems for generating an order

effect by circling back to centrally important sources of interpretation.

The final insight, therefore, is not that orchestrating order effects in judici-

aries is impossible. Instead the upshots are that top-down and system-wide

implementation of any sequencing rule is not feasible in the short term, and

that chambers-by-chambers implementation is more realistic—with especially

good prospects for implementing an “end with the text” rule. Moreover and

maybe surprisingly, practical issues of implementation direct our attention to

peculiar, unheralded, and even dingy features of our judiciaries. Like it or not,

people interested in judicial interpretation and decisions have good cause to

delve into otherwise footling matters of paper pushing: briefing rules and
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certiorari petition practices, the organization of bench memoranda and the

opinion drafting process, the norms for hearings and judicial conferencing,

chambers management and its relationship to larger units within the hundreds

of court systems now operating in this country. Much of this is ignored today,

aside from the role of Supreme Court law clerks (Miller 2014, pp. 741–742), and

none of it plays a serious role in mainstream interpretive theorizing. Yet all of

these forces and more constitute the relevant architecture that channels infor-

mation through judiciaries, and that locates the barriers and opportunities for

reshaping that system.

This short introduction to implementation issues already has become too

inclusive for a paper on sequencing interpretive sources. The topic of sequen-

cing is significant enough without attempting to understand the complete

mechanics of every court system. This short discussion can, however, generate

healthy reservations about a text-first rule for source sequencing. My own view

is that the work necessary to implement a start-with-the-text rule would be

better directed at careful consideration of the importance of various interpret-

ive sources, including the often difficult trade-offs associated with lexical order-

ing (Samaha 2010, pp. 1675–1685). That said, there is room for normative

debate about possible sequencing rules, not to mention additional empirical

research. Indeed judiciaries cannot do without sequencing rules. Following one

sequencing rule over others can influence results, and the associated choices can

be made thoughtfully or mindlessly.

Finally, even if we try to ignore sequencing problems, attending to other

issues of interpretive method will only return us to the search for movable

parts within the judiciary’s interpretive architecture. Whatever is the best logical

prescription for the practice of judicial interpretation, effective implementation

will require real knowledge about cognitive, institutional, political, and even

physical architectures that influence judicial decisions. And this note is as im-

portant as any other on which to end.

6 . C O N C L U S I O N

“Start with the text” is somewhat confusing as an empirical claim and as an

aspiration. The relevant decision processes probably do not begin with statutory

text, nor is it clear why judges should want to start there. In addition, announ-

cing a starting point is not a terribly effective way to specify the importance of a

given interpretive source or to commit oneself to a particular interpretive

method. On the other hand, the conscious practice of legal interpretation

must begin somewhere. If “start with the text” is evaluated as a rule for sequen-

cing sources of information without lexical ordering, the idea turns out to have
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independent significance for the struggle over interpretive method. In fact,

following this sequencing rule easily could influence case results—perhaps

counterintuitively and disturbingly so, depending on the mechanism for the

effect. Moreover, implementation of a sequencing rule requires a suitable sur-

rounding architecture. Implementation seems much harder for a text-first rule

than for a text-last rule. Perhaps the latter rule is the better rule, to the extent

that judges should try to harness order effects and not neutralize them. Even

this much illumination is not enough to stop the argument over starting with

the text, I acknowledge. But it might be enough for those of us who grapple with

interpretive theory to see a new set of questions about law’s architecture, and,

perhaps, to start again.
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